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Abstract

 

There were a total of eight presentations in the two sessions. We will
summarize these sessions, drawing simple conclusions where possible but
mostly providing information for further thought. 

We have separated the information into five categories. 

1. Ergonomics

2. Electronic logbooks

3. Simulators

4. Tools (setup and analysis)

5. Operating without operators

 

1. INTRODUCTION

 

We all know there is no universal way to run an operations department; every facility has unique
requirements. But we also know that what works for one group, even if it cannot be strictly applied to
our own situation, is worth considering. Ask yourself the following questions as you review this
session’s material.

1. Would this work for us?

2. How could this be tailored so that it would work for us?

3. How could this be made even better?

 

2. ERGONOMICS

 

Exhaustive studies have been conducted and books written suggesting what the ‘ideal’ ergonomic work
environment would be like. While these proposed ideal environments differ to some extent, they do
have many common threads. There are two that we believe are the most important: operator comfort,
and fooling the circadian rhythm. 

There are many comfort solutions that are easily implemented, including chairs that provide
adequate back and arm support, keyboard wrist pads, tabletops placed at the correct height, and
monitors placed in appropriate locations. Unfortunately, in reality, there are as many opinions as to
what is exactly the right height, size, shape, colour, etc. as there are operators. This makes arriving at a
workable solution that satisfies everyone almost impossible.
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In the case of control room lighting, virtually every book written on ergonomics tells us how
important it is to keep the control room lighting bright at all times (~1000 lx). Doing so should fool an
operator’s circadian clock into thinking that it is daylight, making for a more alert control room staff.
We have no doubt that this should be helpful. In practice, however, virtually every control room that we
have visited is, per the request of the control room staff, kept dark. 

 

2.1 Observations

 

While the ergonomic design of a control room is important, even more critical is having the end users
(operators in our case) involved in the design process as early as possible. This can be accomplished
either through verbal input from the operators, or by involving them in the process of writing the
control room design requirements document, a document that details the proposed changes. Designers
of these types of systems must be patient and understanding. To be successful, the designer may have to
take time educating the operators as to the benefits of the installed solutions. Doing so will improve
acceptance and integration of the improvements as part of the work environment. 

 

3. ELECTRONIC LOGBOOKS

 

It is clear that many facilities are converting their paper logs into some form of electronic log.
Electronic logs provide a number of advantages, but there are some disadvantages as well. 

 

3.1 Advantages

 

• Multiple viewings can occur simultaneously. If properly configured, the logbook is accessible
from any computer terminal across a site. We have all experienced trying to physically lay our
hands on a single paper logbook.

• Neatness is something that can be very important. Electronic logs may have an occasional
misspelled word, but you no longer have to struggle with poor penmanship. They also don’t
fall apart when carried about. We have all seen paper logs in a 2 cm binder that fan out to 15–
20 cm because of a large number of paper printouts attached to log entries.

• Electronic logs provide the ability to search for information. A well-designed electronic log
will include a search engine capable of finding information almost instantly. Searching on
keywords or by system, for example, can greatly reduce the amount of time it takes to find key
information.

• Single entries can have multiple functions. A single log entry, for example, can be posted into
multiple logbooks or key information can be entered into a spreadsheet for downtime
analysis. 

• Autologging is a feature that saves time and provides data entry consistency. By automatically
logging certain information when a process is started and/or completed, one can be certain
that all required information is contained in the log entry. This also saves the operator from
having to make an entry by hand.

 

3.2 Disadvantages

 

• Off-the-shelf software is scarce and costly. There are companies who sell this type of
software, but there is a very good chance that it will have to be modified to suit your needs. 

• Paper logs are typically easier to maintain. Once filled, you simply stick it into a bookshelf.
Electronic logs on the other hand, require ongoing software and hardware maintenance as
well as planning for long-term accessibility (media changes). 

• Legal uncertainties may come into play. There may be issues regarding the legality of log
entries that are made electronically. Because of this concern, it is important to make certain
that entries can be traced to the proper time, date and person making the entry.
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3.3 Observations

 

Many facilities have already converted to electronic logs. Those who have yet to convert seem to be
interested in doing so. Facilities with small numbers of people or budgets just large enough to keep
them afloat might not be able to afford the overhead associated with electronic logging. It is very
important to remember two things about electronic logs. First, make certain that a requirements
document is written prior to developing or purchasing one, and second, ensure that a flexible, reliable
search engine is an integral part of the log.

 

4. SIMULATORS

 

Simulators are used at most facilities mainly for design purposes. Some operations personnel have
found them to be very useful as training aids, diagnostic tools and for minor configuration changes. 

 

Training Aids:

 

 Operators can use simulators to learn how various parameters affect overall
machine performance without affecting beam to the user. This allows the operators to learn about
machine operation when they have the time, rather than having to learn when the machine is available
for training.

 

Diagnostic Tools:

 

 Using simulators as diagnostic tools enables one to troubleshoot a problem or
potential problem off-line by downloading real-time parameters for later analysis. Many simulator
programs are used in this fashion.

 

Configuration Changes:

 

 It has been shown that using simulators to verify future suggested
changes could save valuable time. Verifying the settings for a new energy, for example, could be
completed off line. Once verified as correct, the settings could be saved as a file that is then simply
downloaded at the appropriate time.

 

4.1 Observations

 

Scientists at most facilities use simulators. We have shown that they can also be very useful when used
by operators. Unfortunately most simulators are cumbersome to use and do not have user-friendly
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). With the proper GUI, one could imagine using a simulator in a real-
time mode. Real-time machine data could, for example, be entered into a simulator, with each input
also having a means of change by an operator. The program would then process the change and provide
an output that reflects the consequences of the change. This would allow operators to tweak a ‘virtual’
machine and observe the effects, without affecting the end User.

 

5. TOOLS (SETUP OR ANALYSIS)

 

We discussed two types of tools used for setup and analysis; those used in real-time and those used off-
line. 

 

Real-Time 

 

(automated) tools are particularly useful when a process must be performed the same
way every time or perhaps when the amount of time required needs to be the same every time. These
tools work best in situations where little or nothing can go wrong and the process is well understood.
This limits the amount of complicated error trapping required to handle the many things that could go
wrong. There is, however, a down side to automation. Many have observed the loss of knowledge about
a process once that process has been automated. After an automated tool has been in use for some time,
people tend to rely on it and no longer learn the manual process. So, when the tool is inoperable,
performing the task manually is no longer an option and things come to a grinding halt until the
automated tool is fixed.

 

Off-Line Analysis:

 

 Every facility has some form of off-line analysis process. These tools include,
but are not limited to, data loggers, alarm handlers, graphing and plotting utilities. It should be obvious
that having the ability to save, retrieve and display data is vital. With today’s complex systems, it would
be next to impossible to troubleshoot a problem without such tools. 
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5.1 Observations

 

We believe it safe to say that all facilities use tools of this nature. There are definite advantages and
disadvantages. Automating processes can be very helpful but can also lead to a loss of information. It is
a good idea to keep a written version of what the automated process is doing in order to allow manual
operation if required. Data collection tools can be very helpful as troubleshooting aids, but they can also
lead to many gigabytes of useless stored data. Setup and analysis tools need to be implemented with
much forethought regarding their potential consequences.

 

6. OPERATIONS WITHOUT OPERATORS

 

Why would any facility want to operate a machine without operators? There are a number of reasonable
answers to this question. 

• Users would be integrated more closely with daily operations. 

• Users would have a better feel for what is possible and what is not.

• Users might have fresh ideas that can be incorporated into the daily routine.

• System complexity (or the lack thereof) might be such that operators would become bored.
That is to say, if the system were simple to set up, and the machine availability very high, then
what would the operators do once beam is being delivered?

• Fewer operations staff would be required.

There are, however, some disadvantages.

• Additional in-depth training would be required for every user.

• Controls would need to be more self-explanatory (not necessarily a disadvantage).

• Communicating from one user experiment to the next would be difficult.

 

6.1 Observations

 

Operations without dedicated operators can work; however, there are limitations. It is doubtful that such
a program would work on a large and complicated system. In addition, stable configurations and good
communication would be essential.

 

7. CONCLUSIONS

 

The authors acknowledge that these sessions, in the time allotted, only scratched the surface of the
multitude of possibilities. We believe, however, that the sessions accomplished the goal of stimulating
conversation and discussion and provided a forum for sharing ideas. For all their differences, the
facilities represented share common goals that make this shared information extremely useful. While no
single set of tools will work for everyone, all facilities stand to benefit if the information is used as a
springboard for improvement.
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The ergonomic design implementation of the operators’ consoles for KEKB
accelerators will be described in comparison with the former TRISTAN
accelerator control consoles. The basic construction policy of the KEKB
operators’ console is the flexibility for re-configuration in both hardware and
software ways. For TRISTAN, there were several sets of identical console
desk made of iron frames in which two touch-panels, two graphic display
monitors, and ten TV monitors are packed. Each set of console was directly
controlled by a mini-computer in the TRISTAN control computer network.
On the contrary, in the KEKB control system, all the man-machine interface
devices are based on X-window system and application software runs on a
UNIX server workstation. There are 30 to 40 X-window terminals realized by
Macintosh and IBM PC/AT compatible PCs with X-server software. Low-
cost Network Stations are also introduced as X-terminals with single screen.
A Macintosh or PC is equipped with up to four display controllers or a multi-
screen display controller and works as an X-terminal with only a set of a
mouse and a keyboard. We adopted TFT(Thin-Film Transistor) flat-panel
LCD(Liquid Crystal Display)s, which are thin and light in weight, for the PCs
to reduce glaring of the surface. And the sets of cordless keyboard/mouse are
also introduced for the purpose of making the table-top clear and giving
freedom of positioning.

 

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 The TRISTAN control computer system and control consoles

 

The TRISTAN accelerator complex was composed of the linac which supplied 2.5 GeV electron and
positron beams to AR (

 

A

 

ccumulation 

 

R

 

ing). AR accelerated both beams up to 8 GeV and sent to
TRISTAN MR (

 

M

 

ain 

 

R

 

ing). MR accepted both beams and stored them in its 3 000 m circumference
ring. Then it accelerated both electrons and positrons up to 33 GeV to make two beams collide at four
experimental halls. The TRISTAN control computer system [1] was based on the distributed mini-
computer system with an optical-fibre token-ring network. There were 25 mini-computers (HIDIC-80)
placed around TRISTAN accelerator. The devices controlled by the system are connected mainly via
CAMAC modules through 2.5 Mbps serial highway. The mini-computers were allocated to the
hardware groups as shown in Table 1. The computing speed of the mini-computer is about 1 MIPS with
16-bit word architecture. There were 6 sets of operators’ consoles in the central control room. Each set
was connected to corresponding mini-computer and had two 14-inch touch-panels, two 20-inch colour
graphic displays and ten 10-inch TV monitors. The touch-panels were used as the data input devices
and connected to a mini-computer via CAMAC modules (character display controllers and touch-panel
interface controllers). The graphic display controller can display 4096*3072 pixels with 12-bit colours.

 

1.2 PF-AR accelerator and its control consoles

 

TRISTAN AR was converted to an SOR(Synchrotron Orbit Radiation) facility which stores 6.5 GeV
electron beam. It is now called as PF(Photon Factory)-AR(Advanced Ring). For this accelerator,
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15 mini-computers were left and 3 sets of TRISTAN control consoles are left for the PF-AR. Three of
six console computers are in use and the left are stand-by.

 

Table 1: 

 

 Number of mini-computers used for TRISTAN

 

MR: TRISTAN 

 

M

 

ain 

 

R

 

ing      AR: TRISTAN 
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ccumulation 

 

R

 

ing or PF 

 

A

 

dvanced 

 

R

 

ing

 

1.3 The KEKB control computer system and KEKB control consoles

 

The KEKB accelerator complex consists of an 8 GeV electron/3.5 GeV positron injector linac, a
3.5 GeV positron ring, LER (Low Energy Ring), and an 8 GeV electron ring, HER (High Energy Ring).
Control computer system for the KEKB accelerators consists of two systems. One is the linac control
computer system [2] and the other is the KEKB control computer system [3], [4]. The former was
designed and constructed before KEKB project started and upgraded just before the construction of
KEKB. The KEKB control computer system is based on EPICS(Experimental Physics and Industrial
Control System) [5]. A portable channel access server was introduced for communication between linac
and KEKB control systems [6].

In the EPICS environment, the system is centralized as far as operation is concerned, X-terminals
are used as man-machine interface devices. Application programmes using MEDM, SAD [7] and
Python run on the server workstation in the system and they output information on the X-terminals.
Therefore, operators’ consoles for the KEKB accelerator complex are composed basically of
X-terminals. Network Stations [8] and PCs(PC/AT compatibles and Macintoshes) are used with
X-terminal emulation software because of their flexibility. More than two, up to four monitor screens
are connected to one PC to get as much information as operators need [9].

 

2. DESIGN CONCEPTS

2.1 TRISTAN control consoles

 

A photograph of the TRISTAN accelerator control consoles are shown in Figure 1. Various
devices such as touch-panels, graphic display monitors and TV monitors were mounted on the rigid
iron-framed racks. The consoles were designed to sutisfy JIS (Japanese Industry Standard)
recommendations. And we tried to use as many ergonomic equipment as possible to decrease human
fatigues. They are; 

1. Over-scanned character display monitors for touch-panels, 

2. Positive images on the touch-panel displays. For this purpose, we developped a new CAMAC
module which generates 80 chars. x 32 lines with bright background frame.

 

Groups AR Common MR Total

 

Magnet and Power Supply 1 - 4 5

Radio Frequency 1 - 2 3

Vacuum 1 - 1 2

Beam Monitor 1 - 1 2

Beam Transport 1 - 1 2

Operators’ Consoles - 6 - 6

Library - 1 - 1

General Purpose - 2 - 2

Alarm 1 - 1 2

 

Total 6 9 10 25
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But in order to prevent reflections from the CRT surface, we provided louvers at the lighting on
the ceiling of the control room. They decreased significantly the glaring from the surface of the CRTs,
but at the same time, the illuminance on the surface of the desk was decreased down to ~300 lx, about
1/3 of the recommended illuminance(~1 000 lx) by JIS for the office environment. 

 

Fig. 1: 

 

Layout of the TRISTAN control consoles

 

2.2 KEKB control consoles

 

On the contrary, in the KEKB control system, the consoles are provided as flexible as possible to satisfy
the requests from the customers, e.g. operators, KEKB accelerator commissioning team, and other
personnels. Several large simple tables are distributed in the central control room as shown in Figure 2.
PC based X-terminals are placed on the large tables(4.0 m 

 

×

 

 1.6 m) and the latest 15-inch and 18.1-inch
TFT LCD monitors and keyboards are placed on the table. These LCDs are light in weight and thin so
that they require only a little space. As many LCD monitors as we could afford to buy are put on the
table. Wireless keyboard and mouse sets are also used partially and they make the table clean and
simple.

As the nature of a new accelerator like KEKB many accelerator physicists want to operate and
make studies about the accelerator during the commissioning period. All of them want to use their own
X-terminals in the CCR. There are more than 30 general purpose X-terminals and 4 PCs dedicated to
the injector controls with Microsoft Windows NT. In order to provide a lot of information for one
person, we introduced multi-screen display controllers for PCs and we put several video interface cards
into Macintoshes. The maximum number of screens for one PC is now four. It also gives us other
benefit of decreasing number of keyboards and mice and leaving space on the table. We obtained high
illuminance(~1000 lx) enough for satisfying JIS recommendations.

 

2.3 Differences between TRISTAN and KEKB control rooms

 

The most different point is the illuminance of the control room. Previous TRISTAN consoles are made
of iron-framed racks and various devices are mounted in them. In order to keep the operators from the
reflected images of the light sources on the round surface of the monitors, the lighting in the control
room was limited in strength and direction. It was so dark and the operator needed to have a stand lamp
when he want to write on the log book. Consequently, it resulted eye-fatigue of the operators.

By using flat display monitors like LCDs, the reflection problem has completely gone and we can
make the room as high illuminance as required for the office room. The enough illuminance gives us

19.80 m

1
0

.0
0

 m

TRISTAN Control
Consoles
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benefit of easiness and comfort of reading and writing. Those who have dark eyes require more
illuminance than those who have light coloured eyes. 

At present, KEKB and PF-AR control consoles co-exist and the central control room is divided
into two parts that have different illuminance due to glaring problem.

 

Fig. 2: 

 

Layout of the KEKB and PF-AR control consoles

 

3. EQUIPMENT USED FOR KEKB CONTROL CONSOLES

3.1 LCD monitors

 

Various types of TFT colour LCD monitors are used. An 18.1-inch monitor displays an SXGA
(1280 

 

×

 

 1024 pixels) screen and a 15-inch monitor displays an XGA (1024 

 

×

 

 768 pixels) screen. There
are also NTSC colour LCD TV monitors to display usual TV signals. Latest LCD monitors have
characteristics of wide viewing angles of more than 120 degrees.

 

3.2 Large screen plasma display monitors

 

For the common display use in the central control room, we have been using 27-inch colour TV
monitors for years. Some of them were damaged but we can not get the same monitor any more.
Therefore, we replaced them by 40-inch plasma display monitors. A plasma display monitor is
thin(about 15 cm thick) and light(about 30 kg) compared to a CRT display of 27 inches (about 60 cm
deep and 50 kg in weight).

 

3.3 PCs with multiple-screen display controllers

 

There are many PCs(IBM PC/AT compatibles and Macintoshes) used as X-terminals. Multiple-video-
display controllers can be installed into PCs and one can use two to four screens. By using multiple-
screens, you can display much more information than single-screen not by overlapped but by separated
windows. The most beneficial merit we get is that the use of multiple-screen decreases the number of
keyboards and mice and you can get more space for log-books, etc.

For IBM PC/AT compatibles, we adopted a PCI-bus graphic display controller board. It can
display one to four SXGA(1280 

 

×

 

 1024 pixels) screens at one time and you can have a Windows screen
with 2560 

 

×

 

 2048 pixels with true colour. For a Macintosh, three conventional PCI graphic cards can be
added to get three more screens.

KEKB Control ConsolesPF-AR

KEKB RF
Software

Development

LINAC
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3.4 Wireless keyboards and mice

 

As we have many keyboards and mice with connecting cables, sometimes they are tangled or tied
together. We adopted a set of wireless keyboard and mouse for IBM PC/AT compatibles. For a
Macintosh, a USB to PS/2 converter can be used to utilize the same set of keyboard and mouse.

 

3.5 Wrist-rest for keyboard and mouse

 

In order to reduce mustle-fatigue and stiff shouulders, we introduced wrist-rest for keyboard and
mouse. They are used mainly by the operators but by commissioning group members.

 

3.6 Ergonomic chair

 

We tried to use so-called ergonomic chair for computer operations. One can adjust various parts of the
chair, e.g. angles of the arm-supports, height of the arm-supports, reclining angle of the back. We found
it takes a little long time for operators to get accustomed to this type of chairs.

 

4. CONCLUSION

 

For commissioning of the KEKB accelerators, the simplest and versatile console tables and up-to-date
equipment recently available are provided. By using these devices, we get freedom of designing
consoles and flexibility in modification. Console desks are in the chaos now, but it will be settled in the
future in the proper state. Though we provide ergonomic environment, only the operators use as we
expected. The commissioning group people want to modify every thing as they like. We became aware
of the importance of letting them know the merit of using ergonomic equipment.
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Abstract

 

Electronic logging is replacing the paper logs used in the control rooms and
experimental halls at many facilities. TJNAF has used electronic logging long
enough to have developed an appreciation for the strengths of electronic
logging, and long enough to discover the potential weaknesses. I was recently
tasked with investigating the requirements for converting one of our few
remaining paper logs to an electronic format. This log contains more legally
sensitive material than any of our existing elogs. The issues that were
revealed have applicability to all electronic logging. In this paper I will
discuss the concept of electronic logging, explore electronic recordkeeping’s
strengths and weaknesses, and solutions to its problems. An understanding of
these issues can make a difference in successful migration to electronic logs.

 

1. INTRODUCTION

 

The ability to utilize electronic logbooks can fundamentally change the way in which the day-to-day
information concerning accelerator operations is delivered to the persons requiring this data. Not very
long ago, at just about every accelerator site, summarized operational data on accelerator machinery
was recorded on paper and kept in logbooks. These books were typically stored in the control rooms, to
be eventually archive in an on-site, or off-site records depository. This material had a very limited
distribution. It was only available to personnel with access to the control station. Most of the time its
primary purpose was as a short-term record to assist in the transmittal of information during change of
operational responsibilities at shift turnover. Some of this information had long-term value, which is
why such logbooks are retained.

In the last five or six years a revolution has taken place. Electronic record keeping has changed
the way operational logs are used, the kinds of information recorded in them and even who can create
these records. It has solved old problems in new ways, but created new problems unique to the
electronic media. 

 

2. OVERVIEW AND DEFINITIONS 

 

Machine operating records can generally be divided into two types: raw data and summarized data.
Raw data was most often previously recorded on strip charts or magnetic tape. Operators, system
specialists and experimenters wrote summarized data in logbooks. The move to electronic control
systems has resulted in a new way to keep raw machine data through the use of archivers and other
methods. In many cases magnetic tape is still used to preserve raw data, though the specific tape format
may be different from that previously used. The move to electronic logbooks, to replace the paper
machine operating logs, has come at a slower pace. Some installations were early adopters of the
electronic log concept. Fermilab and Jefferson Lab both moved to electronic logging in the mid to late
nineties. Other installations have been slower to move from paper and pen to electronic logs. 

Part of the reluctance to move to this new medium has been the lack of packaged software to
meet the needs of the operations staffs. The typical machine-operating log includes graphs, pictures,
and tabular data of various kinds. The primary purpose of this data is to facilitate the passage of
information from one shift to the next. At first glance each installation might seem to have unique
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needs. A deeper look will show that the basics of electronic logging are applicable to almost all
facilities. 

There are several ways to describe electronic logging applications. As computer software these
programs typically consist of several discrete components. There are client applications for input to the
log. A server application receives input from the client applications and processes the data, creating the
log records. A log reader application gives users access to the saved records.

Another component should be included in any modern electronic logging scheme. This
component is a Record Management Application. The Record Management Application allows
electronic records to be managed in a way similar to the way paper records are managed. The difference
between a log reader and an RMA is that a Record Management Application allows the archivist or
record manager to manipulate the metadata that should be included with every log record. 

What is metadata? Metadata is data about data. Who created the record and when are examples
of metadata? Metadata is also information such as how long the record must be maintained, what kind
of format the record has, who is responsible for maintaining the record and whether or not the record is
a vital record. Some of this data should be visible to the casual user, and so will be included in data that
can be read with the log display program. Other fields will only be visible, and should only be
manipulated by a Record Management Application. Like the log reader application the RMA should
not be capable of changing the record itself.

The RMA should help insure that the record format and media has persistence. That is that the
log will not become inaccessible as the machines and media that it uses are replaced by newer
technology.

 

3. DEPLOYMENT OF AN ELECTRONIC LOGGING SYSTEM 

 

A comprehensive plan to deploy an electronic logging system should start with determination of the
capabilities necessary for the system. Fermilab’s requirements, as posted on their Medusa website,
gives a practical list of needs that would fit just about every facility. Indeed though our solution at
Jefferson Lab is different than the one chosen by Fermilab, our requirements are remarkably the same.

The list of preferences included:

• Start of shift; includes shift roster, day/date and type of shift automatically filled in. 

• Logbook entry; includes timestamp, author initials. 

• Ability to enter graphic files easily. Comments to accompany graphics should be included. 

• Entire shift viewable from one page, scrollable if necessary. 

• End of shift; includes end of shift numbers and summary. 

• Table of Contents. TOC will include hyperlinks to actual logbook files. 

• Search capabilities to search within dates specified or through entire year of logbook files.
Search results will include

• hyperlinks to actual logbook files. 

• Ability to add comments to an entry. 

• Must be hosted from reliable machine with UPS and automated backups

The first step in the deployment of a system as complex as an electronic logging system is to start
with a requirements document. The document should list the general requirements all electronic logs at
the site must adhere to and the specific requirements for the particular log in question. This will be
mandated by the equipment or system involved. Programming hooks by which the log can be accessed
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by external applications must be included. Possible external client applications, which might need to
transfer information to the electronic log, include web-based browser applications for posting entries,
and accelerator machine-specific applications that include autologging. Technical requirements for the
client and server applications should be specified. The questions should be asked: What kind of
platform will each be run on? What kind of error handling and fault tolerance is allowed or required?
The requirements for the Record Management Application should be included, to insure the long-term
availability of the information. 

Finally, criteria for acceptance of the software must be included in the requirements document.
This is necessary whether the software is to be purchased commercially, written in-house or contracted
out. As we have found at Jefferson Lab one undiscovered flaw can bring the whole logging system to a
halt, making the creation of new entries impossible or even making the entire log inaccessible to users.

Once criteria have been set, the decision must be made about procurement. Until 1998 all
logging programs had to be created in-house. There were quite simply no applications available
commercially. In 1997 the U.S. Department of Defense issued their Design Standard for Electronic
Records Management Software Applications [DOD 5015.2-STD] Ref. [1]. Included was a set of
criteria, by which a commercial vender could have their software certified to meet 5015.2 standards.

In the United States the DOD is the big dog on the block. They have a massive budget and they
generate enough of a market for vendors to create applications just for DOD use. The rest of us can
benefit from this market. Commercial electronic record applications are now available. The cost is
much less than that of custom written applications and sometimes even competitive with in-house code
generation. And because DOD tests the software prior to certification, it works.

 

4. CLIENT COMPONENTS

 

No matter whether an integrated or dispersed solution is decided upon, all logs start on the client side.
At Jefferson Lab we have a dispersed system. By that I mean that any number of different applications
can be used to generate an elog.

 

Fig. 1: 

 

dtlite tcl/tk logging application
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Fig. 2: 

 

dtlite NEWTS showing Change Forms menus and Helper tools

 

4.1 dtlite

 

The most common method to create an elog from the CEBAF control room is through the use of the tcl/
tk program dtlite. The dtlite Graphical User Interface (GUI) is actually a window to a suite of similar,
but specialized, logging client applications. The dtlite application can be used to make entries in several
logbooks. Multiple logbooks can be selected so that the same entry can be entered in both the E-log (for
the CEBAF machine) and CHL (Central Helium Liquefier) log, for example. A selection of other
functions is also available from a variety of pull down menus. These include a spelling checker.

Special log formats can be selected for Downtime accounting log entries, Tunetime accounting
log entries, as well as NEWTS Maintenance Tracking entries, which create both a log entry and a
maintenance request. Helper applications, which either invoke an autologging function or open up a
different kind of logging helper application, can also be started by selection from a pull down menu. 

Using these tools, tables and lists can be generated for inclusion in the log. Documents on paper
can even be fed into a scanner and included as a graphic in a log entry. Up to two on screen graphics can
be captured from the terminal where dtlite is being run. This allows the inclusion of graphics showing
EPICS control screens in elog entries. Video from beam viewers can also be included in this way.
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Fig. 3: 

 

Log Entry Web Form

 

4.2 Web interface

 

Manual elogs can also be entered using a web based entry form, without any of the special features
available from dtlite. Logs entered using the web based interface are identified by the phrase ‘This entry
was created by the WWW interface’ appended to the log entry. This method of log entry is most often
used by personnel outside the control station to convey information to all who read the various
electronic logs.

 

4.3 Crew Chief Stamp

 

If we review the Fermilab requirements also we see that the first requirement is ‘Start of shift; includes
shift roster, day/date and type of shift automatically filled in.’ JLab has the same requirement. The Crew
Chief Stamp is used to accomplish this. This is a separate tkl/tk application that provides a form to the
crew chief. When completed it generates a standard elog entry. 
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Fig. 4: 

 

Crew Chief Stamp tcl/tk application

 

4.4 Beam Operations Objective Monitor

 

BOOM, The Beam Operations Objective Monitor is a program that measures the amount of time that
the accelerator is delivering usable beam to the Halls. BOOM also counts the number of Fast Shutdown
faults during the shift. BOOM categorizes the machine state, and the state of each experimental hall as
UP, DOWN, TUNE or OFF. Time spent doing daily or weekly system checks can also be accounted for.

At the end of the shift BOOM makes an automatic log entry with these numbers tabulated and
gives a list of each Fast Shut Down (FSD) trip, which caused beam to terminate. These numbers are
thus available for later analysis. 

 

Fig. 5: 

 

Beam Operations Objective Monitor
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Fig. 6: 

 

Boom elog
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4.5 Autologs

 

Autologs are created by machine control applications to document specific actions such as bypassing
RF cavities, or cycling magnets. No operator action is required to initiate these elogs, the action itself
causes the elog to be generated.

 

4.6 Search Utility

 

A search utility makes finding specific log entries easier.

 

Fig. 7: 

 

elog Search Utility

 

4.7 Elog Viewer

 

The elog is read using a web browser.
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Fig. 8: 

 

elog Browse Window

 

Fig. 9: 

 

elog Entry
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5. THE MISSING PIECES: FILE CONVERSION APPLICATION AND RECORD 
MANAGEMENT APPLICATION

 

Jefferson Lab’s electronic logging system was not so much revolutionary as evolutionary. It was not
created as an integrated logging system, but rather evolved from individual parts. No requirements
document was ever written. In many cases no central coordinating force was in place. This has resulted
in problems that could have been avoided had a design plan been in place from the very beginning.

Several bad design decisions were made during the initial implementation. As designed each
client application creates its own log entry. Log time and date are used to create the log record filename.
Resolution of time is at one second. The result of this design is that if two users or two autologging
client applications or a combination of users and autologging applications attempt to post a log at the
same second the system rolls over and dies. At that point intervention by a computer system
administrator is require to recover the system. 

 

Fig. 10: 

 

Present TJNAF elog System

 

The log record structure design was also not correctly implemented. The file is structured so that
what should be metadata is embedded in the log record. One of the pieces of information that should be
metadata is the log entry number. This number is assigned based upon the previous log number by an
applet that transfers the Entry Number from a file, augments the number by 1 and then rewrites the file.
It is possible for the application to become confused if two programs attempt to access it in the same
second, resulting in either multiple entries with the same number, or no number.

The resulting file is then written to a temporary directory. This is the source of the time/date file
resolution problem. Files are named based on the date and time in the format: YearMonthDayTime
(001208142315.html) to a one second resolution. If two applications attempt to create a file with the
same name the system does not elegantly handle the file collision. 

The file sits in the temporary directory waiting for the Harvester application to empty the
directory. It does this approximately every ten minutes. The Harvester application takes all the files in
the temporary directory, creates a structure of directories based on days and months, and transfers the
HTML files and their associated graphic files to these directories.

Another problem has been with third party applications. For this discussion we will define a third
party application as any application not part of the dtlite elog applet or browser based elog entry applet.

Client Application

Server Application

Server Application

   WWW
Application

dtlite
Application

Web Based Entry
WWW form

Control Scripts
autologging

Log Viewer
Application

Web Browser

Log
Database

Harvester
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Entry Number
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This is somewhat misleading since some of the applets that are invoked from dtlite have similar
problems for like reasons.

There is no written standard outlining how a third party application should create a log entry.
Generally the application must assign a log entry number, give date and time, and create a keyword line.
However, the Harvester application performs no error checking. It will create an elog entry without a
proper Entry Number, keywords or text comment. In fact if the file exists as a filename it will attempt to
create a 0 length file that results in an invalid log entry.

Several years ago a script segment was written which can be included in a tcl/tk program, which
will perform an autolog. Some programs use this script, and some do not. At one time, every instance of
the script used the same temporary file when it was invoked, causing the predicable problems when two
applications attempted to use it at the same time. 

Since the records are not properly structured there is no separation between record data and
metadata. The record data itself should be in a format that is unchangeable once the log is posted.
Attached to each record should be metadata, which should include data classifying the record,
including such information as how long the record must be kept, disposition authority and the unique
record identification number. This metadata should be manageable using a record management
application. As it is there is no easy way to manage the records database.

The solutions to these problems are known. To implement them will require a redesign of the log
software, time and money. 

Instead of each logging client application creating its own log record directly, the client
application should send the record information to a File Conversion Utility. This application will attach
the metadata to each record, assign the unique log identification number and then create the file record,
in a format not based on the day/time stamp. All software will have to create a log the same way,
through the File Conversion Utility. 

Another complication that must be addressed is the complexity of the computing environment.
Logs can be posted from various LAN systems, as well as through the Internet using secure connections
from various geographical locations. Timestamping becomes a vitally important issue. The time the log
is written and sent to the system is not necessarily the time that it will be posted. A robust system must
be able to deal with outages and service interruptions. Logs that are posted from various sources must
eventually be added to the logging system, with both the posting time and record creation time noted. 

Solving these problems will require a complete rewrite of our present electronic logging
software, and perhaps of all the third party programs that create elog entries. It will be a massive
undertaking, but a necessary one. The requirement to keep accurate and complete records of machine
operations makes solving these problems mandatory.

 

6. STEPS TO IMPLEMENTATION

 

To avoid problems in deploying an electronic logging system follow these steps.

1. Start with a Requirements Document.

2. Include standards for all client applications (User input and autologging.)

3. Use a File Conversion Application

4. Include requirements for File Management; including error logging, backup and
troubleshooting.

5. Include requirements for Record Management; including record scheduling, archiving, and
metadata management.
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6. Include requirements for the log viewer applications, if it is expected that a web browser will
be used, insure that the HTML code conforms to W3C recommendations. 

7. Include requirements for a search utility to allow multiple threaded searches on log data, by
both specific fields and text.

8. Require a policy document to detail how log files will be backed up and how records will be
archived. 

Fig. 11: Electronic Logging System
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APPLICATIONS OF BEAM-LINE SIMULATORS

Nicole van den Elzen
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6T 2A3

Abstract
At TRIUMF’s smaller cyclotrons, help was needed with tuning, training and
solving beam-line problems. The use of a beam-line simulator program was
investigated at this facility that has a high demand on isotope production.
Could it help with operator training? Could it be used to solve problems with
beam line tuning and/or beam-line optics? Some of these challenging
problems will be discussed and it will be shown how one beam-line was
modified using the analysis of such programs.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper discusses how a user-friendly beam-line simulator program was used at TRIUMF to assist
with the operation of an isotope-production cyclotron. Such a program has been used not only as an aid
in routine beam-line tuning but in the solution of beam transport difficulties as well. It has also proven
to be an excellent teaching aid for new operators.

About 11 years ago when the TR30 cyclotron was commissioned, it was capable of extracting
about 700 µA of protons split between two beam lines of which about 500 µA was transmitted to two
targets. Five years or so later the machine received an upgrade which enabled it to extract about 1 mA
of protons. On a good day it could be pushed as high as 1.2 mA. The beam transport system was well
designed for the 350 µA beams, but the increased capability pushed it to its limits. A beam-line
simulator program [1] was used to help with finding beam tunes at these higher currents while keeping
beam spills to a minimum.

2. STUDY OF A BEAM LINE OF A SMALL CYCLOTRON

2.1 Definition of a real-life problem

The TR30 is a 30 MeV H- cyclotron used for the commercial production of isotopes. It is capable of
producing a 1 mA proton beam that is divided between 2 beam lines. Prior to February 1999, a 450 µA
beam was routinely extracted into each beam line, of which 350 µA reached each target. Thus about
100 µA was being spilled on each beam line. Further, to increase isotope production, it was desired to
double the current to a target half the size of the existing one. Given that 100 µA of beam were lost now,
the challenge was to find how the current to a smaller target could be doubled and the beam spill
reduced simultaneously.

For about two weeks, various operators tried to tune the beam manually but given the limited
diagnostics and other limitations of the system it was found that it could not be done easily. Eventually,
a beam tune was found but the beam spills were high and they worsened quickly as the extraction foil
started to wear. 

A computer in the control room had an easy to use graphical program [1] that was already set up
for the beam line in question. That is to say, the extraction parameters and relevant beam-transport
element data had already been entered. It was decided to put the beam-line tuning parameters into it, in
an attempt to understand what was happening and possibly, to find a way of reducing the beam spills in
the beam line.
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The configuration of the beam line is shown schematically in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: A schematic of the existing beam line

In this beam line, the quadrupoles are equally spaced and are arranged in a horizontal-vertical-
horizontal (HVH) configuration. Horizontal and vertical slits (Slit #2) are located at the exit of the
quadrupole triplet. When the simulator program was run with the appropriate data of this beam line, it
immediately became apparent that the horizontal beam envelope was too large at the location of these
slits. This is shown in Fig. 2A, a plot generated by the program of the beam envelope in the horizontal
plane. The vertical plane is shown in Fig. 2B from which it is clear that there is no vertical problem. For
completeness, Fig. 2C shows the size of the beam spot predicted relative to the target (represented by
the rectangle) in the existing configuration. The target shown is one-half the size of the original target.
The remaining figures are discussed later.

On the existing beam line this resulted in large spills (10 to 20 µA) at the slits. In fact, the beam
line was noticeably more radioactive there and frequent O-ring failures occurred because of radiation
damage.

Using the simulator, the beam envelope was narrowed at the slits by increasing the field of the
first quadrupole. However, although the beam envelope down stream of the triplet was narrowed, the
horizontal beam width at the target was increased. This was confirmed when the tuning parameters
were changed the same way on the real beam line.
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Fig. 2: Calculated beam envelopes. A) Shows the beam being collimated horizontally
within the beam line with a high level of spills on the slits. D) Represents the changes
after the beam line was modified by adding the fourth quadrupole. Relative to A, the
spills are reduced to a negligible levels. B, C, E and F show that overall the beam
shape was maintained at the target.

2.2 Solution of the problem

Confidence in the program increased as it was confirmed, by using the program, that a problem existed
and that the beam envelope behaved as predicted. It was decided to vary several parameters with the
program that would not be so easy to change in practice. For example, different positions of the
quadrupoles and different polarities could be tested in the simulator.

As noted above, the three quadrupoles operate in an HVH configuration. Using the program, the
polarities were changed from HVH to VHV and it was quickly found that that would not help. Then the
distance between the second quadrupole and the last was increased and again, it was found not to help. 

Finally, an extra quadrupole was added. This had been discussed a few years ago as a possible
beam-line optimization but was not needed then because the extracted current was lower and the target
was larger. After many variations of the positions and polarities of the quadrupoles, the most effective
model was found. It was to leave the first three quadrupoles in their initial locations and to add a fourth
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in the target room as shown in Fig. 3. It was now possible to make the beam profile smaller than the
target aperture. This was good because it allowed an operating margin when the extraction foil starts to
deteriorate. In Fig. 2 the beam is tuned to create the same spread at the target, while reducing spills
upstream. Figure 2D indicates smaller beam horizontally, 2E shows there was no change in the vertical
beam profile and 2F shows the beam shape on target was maintained.

For completeness, Table 1 shows (some of) the various beam-line configurations modeled with
the program. It shows the sequence of quadrupoles, i.e. HVH space H, and the distances to various
beam-line magnets. The highlighted row yielded the best solution and required minimal change to the
existing beam line. 

Table 1: TR30 Beam line structure analysis

Fortunately, a quadrupole with the correct effective length and bore diameter was available at
TRIUMF. The solution was also tested on a different simulator program [2] and similar results were
obtained.

This solution, the addition of another quadrupole downstream of the existing dipole, was
presented to the administration who decided to adopt it.

Fig. 3: A schematic of the existing beam line 

2.3 Final results with the above solution

After the fourth quadrupole was installed, tests were run with the beam on target to commission the
new beam-line configuration.

Table 2 shows one example of several tests, which demonstrated good agreement of the predicted
beam shape with what was attained. The total beam extracted for this test was 266.5 µA

Beam line 
Configuration

Combination 
Magnet

Drift 
Length

Quadrupole
Drift 

Length
Quadrupole

Drift 
Length

Quadrupole
Drift 

Length
Quadrupole 

or Dipole
Drift 

Length
Quadrupole 

or Dipole
Drift 

Length

HVH-H CM 1119 Horizontal 139.8 Vertical 139.8 Horizontal 706.5 Vertical 118 Dipole 4796.8

HVHH CM 1119 Horizontal 139.8 Vertical 139.8 Horizontal 139.8 Vertical 684.7 Dipole 4796.8

HVHV CM 1119 Horizontal 139.8 Vertical 139.8 Horizontal 139.8 Vertical 684.7 Dipole 4796.8

VHVH CM 1119 Vertical 139.8 Horizontal 139.8 Vertical 139.8 Horizontal 684.7 Dipole 4796.8

-VHVH CM 1427 Vertical 139.8 Horizontal 139.8 Vertical 139.8 Horizontal 379.7 Dipole 4796.8

-HVHV CM 1427 Horizontal 139.8 Vertical 139.8 Horizontal 139.8 Vertical 379.7 Dipole 4796.8

HVH-l-H CM 1427 Horizontal 139.8 Vertical 139.8 Horizontal 776.7 Dipole 2500 Horizontal 2036.8

HVH-l-H CM 1427 Horizontal 139.8 Vertical 139.8 Horizontal 776.7 Dipole 2268.4 Horizontal 2268.4

HVH-l-H CM 1427 Horizontal 139.8 Vertical 139.8 Horizontal 776.7 Dipole 900 Horizontal 3636.8

HV-HV CM 1119 Horizontal 139.8 Vertical 305 Horizontal 139.8 Vertical 379.7 Dipole 4796.8

VH-VH CM 1119 Vertical 139.8 Horizontal 305 Vertical 139.8 Horizontal 379.7 Dipole 4796.8
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Table 1: Predicted result versus actual

3. USEFULNESS OF BEAM-LINE SIMULATOR AS A TUNING AID

3.1 To refine and improve a beam-line tune

Suppose it is desired to increase the target current on one of the beam lines. Without a simulator one
would start by entering the parameters for a standard tune. Based on their experience and knowledge,
the operators would then try to adjust the field strengths of the quadrupoles. In practice it was found that
the results varied considerably depending on the skills of the operators. 

Using a beam-line simulator program an operator can see immediately the effect of various
quadrupoles settings. This would help them to know which way to vary the parameters. 

Consider for example, the situation shown in Fig. 4. Figure 4A shows the beam profile in the
horizontal plane of an existing beam line. Clearly, there is beam spill on some slits. The beam profile in
the vertical plane, shown in Fig. 4B, shows no such spill. With the use of a beam-simulator program, an
operator has obtained the horizontal and vertical beam profiles shown in Figs. 4C and 4D. It is apparent
that the beam spill in the horizontal plane has been reduced without causing spill in the vertical plane. 

Thus, with the use of a simulator program, an operator has achieved a solution to a beam-spill
problem without doing any ‘knobbing around’ on a real machine. It immediately becomes apparent to
the operator what is really happening when settings are changed on the beam line. This is a safer, as
well as a faster, way of finding a means to an end.

Total System Loss: Predicted Actual

32.60% 28.70%

Combination Baffle
Left Collimator:
Right Collimator:

0.00 µA
0.00 µA

0.15 µA
2.47 µA

Protection Slit #1
Top Collimator:
Bottom Collimator:
Left Collimator:
Right Collimator:

0.00 µA
0.00 µA
0.53 µA
0.79 µA

0.07 µA
0.46 µA
2.90 µA
2.73 µA

Protection Slit #2
Top Collimator:
Bottom Collimator:
Left Collimator:
Right Collimator:

0.00 µA
0.00 µA
0.00 µA
0.00 µA

0.15 µA
2.37 µA
0.00 µA
0.10 µA

Bender Baffle
Collimator: 0.00 µA 0.10 µA

Target Collimators
Top Collimator:
Bottom Collimator:
Left Collimator:
Right Collimator:

21.59 µA
23.18 µA
19.72 µA
21.05 µA

14.0 µA
13.0 µA
19.0 µA
19.0 µA

Total Beam Loss 86.88 µA 76.5 µA

Beam Hitting Target 179.62 µA 190 µA

Total Beam Extracted 266.5 µA 266.5 µA
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Fig. 4: The beam envelopes before and after ‘tuning’ with the simulator program. A)
Shows the beam being collimated horizontally within the beam line with a high level
of spills on the collimators. C) Represents the changes in the beam envelope after
changing the parameters in the beam-line simulator program. B) and D) show that the
beam shape was maintained for the target in vertical plane.

In this example, a relatively simple beam line with only three quadrupoles was discussed.
Imagine the complexities that would arise in a beam line that has many quadrupoles, or many types of
targets, or if tuning for different energies was required. In each case, the parameters could be tried on a
beam-line simulator. 

3.2 To obtain a new tune

A new tune can be found with much less frustration. Once an optimum tune is found on the
simulator, it should be producible on the real machine. The simulator would no longer be needed after a
working tune has been established, but it could still be used as a teaching tool.

3.3 As a teaching aid

All that has been discussed above can equally well be used to teach new operators the basic
concepts of beam dynamics. For example, they could be instructed in:

• beam envelope or multi-particles diagrams.

• collimation. 

• quadrupole tuning and how it affects the beam envelope. 

• effects of different energies. 

• how positioning of elements affects beam size and loss. 
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3.4 As an aid in visualizing beam shape

Before we had the beam-line simulator program, we tried to explain how to focus the beam with a
quadrupole. We told the operator to imagine that the beam was like a balloon, and the quadrupole was
squeezing it in only one direction at a time. For example, when the balloon was squeezed horizontally it
would blow up vertically and vice versa. This can be easily demonstrated with the beam-line simulator.
As each quadrupole is adjusted the operator can see the effect on the beam envelope. 

4. CONCLUSION

The usefulness of a beam-line simulator has been demonstrated in one operating group at TRIUMF. Of
course, the simulation is only as good as the model being used. That is, the properties of the extracted
beam and all of the beam-line elements must be well known. It is necessary to know accurately:

• the parameters of the extracted beam (emittance, horizontal and vertical sizes and
divergences, and momentum spread).

• the effective lengths of all elements.

• the relative positions of the elements.

It is the author’s opinion that a user-friendly, graphical program of this kind is not only useful but
is essential for any accelerator control room.
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OPERATION WITHOUT OPERATORS

U. Georg, R. Catherall, T. Giles, O.C. Jonsson
Division PS, CERN, 1211 Geneva 23, Switzerland

Abstract
Small facilities like ISOLDE cannot afford to have enough operators to serve
experiments with beam 24 hours a day. In year 2000 almost 40 research
groups worked at ISOLDE to perform 70 different experiments lasting from
several hours to several days. The guest researchers operate the separator
themselves during their beam time, and are only assisted in case of technical
problems by local specialists. This implies an easily-understandable user
interface, considerable user training and a reliable and robust machine.

1. INTRODUCTION

Facilities that run 24 hours a day and 7 days a week need a certain minimum number of
operational staff, like 7 operators working in 8 hour shifts plus several machine specialists and
supervisors. This need of personnel is in severe contrast to the manpower available at ISOLDE. For the
year 2000 only four staff spent 50% of their time dedicated to ISOLDE operation. It is therefore a long
tradition, that the users, i.e. the guest researchers, operate the facility themselves during the
performance of their experiments.

2. FACILITY DESCRIPTION

The on-line isotope mass separator, ISOLDE, is a facility dedicated to the production of a large
variety of radioactive ion beams. The radioactive nuclides are produced in thick high-temperature
targets via spallation, fission or fragmentation reactions. The targets are placed in the external proton
beam of the PS Booster, which has an energy of 1 or 1.4 GeV and an average intensity of 2 µA. The
facility consists of two mass separators, a General Purpose Separator (GPS) and a High Resolution
Separator (HRS) with a separate target station for each. Isotopes produced at these target stations are
ionised and accelerated with 60 kV. The ion beam is sent through a magnet, and the mass-separated
beam is guided into the experimental hall. This hall is accessible during all operations. It should be
noted here that all beam steering and focusing elements are electrostatic, i.e. mass independent.
Therefore beam tuning can always be performed with a conveniently strong ion beam of a non-
radioactive isotope. For an experiment interested in radioactive species, after the successful tuning it is
sufficient to change the magnetic field of the mass separator magnet and the desired isotope will pass to
the experiment. The intensities of such radioactive beams used at ISOLDE vary from 1012 particles per
second to below 1 particle per hour.

A layout of the facility is shown in Fig. 1, also showing the target handling facilities like the two
robots and a hot cell. The different names in the experimental hall label the different beam-lines and
permanently installed experiments. Normally the whole facility is controlled from the ISOLDE control
room but remote interventions are also possible through CERN’s office network.
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Fig. 1: Layout of the ISOLDE facility

3. ISOLDE OPERATION

ISOLDE is fully integrated into CERN’s accelerator structure and therefore generally runs from
April until the beginning of December. During that period the beam time is organised in shifts of 8
hours, distributed by the physics co-ordinator to approved experiments. The typical running time of a
target/ion source unit is between several days and a few weeks, depending on the physics demands and
on the performance of the unit itself. Then a target change follows, causing a one to four days
interruption of the physics programme of that separator. This down-time of the facility can be
considerably reduced by running the two separators GPS and HRS in a so-called push-pull mode, i.e.
setting-up one separator while the other one is serving the physics programme. In year 2000 about
350 shifts of radioactive ion beams have been delivered to the experiments.

 The ISOLDE standard operation can be split into two parts:

1. The target change is done by an ISOLDE supervisor (ISS) using the robots. After a period of
heating-up the target and ion-source to its nominal temperature, the ISS also sets up the ion
beam from the ion source to the focal plane of the separator magnet. The set-up procedure
includes the tuning of the ion source, the beam steering and an initial calibration of the mass
separator magnets. The proper adjustment of the proton beam onto the target is also done by
the ISS.

2. After this, the users take over the beam and do the remaining beam tuning from the focal
plane to their experimental set-up. From the moment of taking over, the users are also
responsible for the surveillance of the whole facility including target and ion source as well as
the proton beam.

The setting up of the first part takes only a minor part of the running time, meaning that the
facility is mainly operated by non-specialists.
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3.1 Users as operators

The fact that non-specialists operate the facility during most of the time implies that they need proper
training and that the control system should offer a rather self-explanatory user interface. In order to
hand over the machine smoothly from one experiment to the other, good documentation of the
operation history via logbooks, and communication with the surveying ISS is needed. 

3.1.1 User training

From each group of users, at least one member should be able to operate the whole separator at a basic
level. In order to ensure this, ISOLDE organises separator courses every year for new users. Here they
are trained and introduced to the duties of the so-called ‘physicist in charge’ (PIC). One course lasts
two full days and is attended by at most four students. It is a real hands-on course showing all aspects of
the operation of ISOLDE.

The course starts with a general introduction to the tasks of the PIC, and provides a list of the
most important contact points during the beam-time: the ISOLDE physics co-ordinator, the ISS,
CERN’s radio-protection service and the PS control room. It also introduces future users to the layout
of the beam-lines, the actual location of the equipment and the naming conventions, allowing the PIC to
make a first attempt to recover the machine in case of failure before calling in the ISS for assistance.
About 75% of the time is used to learn how to focus and steer an ion beam through the beam-lines,
observing it with tools like beam scanners, wire grids and Faraday-cups by sending it to different points
in the experimental hall. Using the GPS’s ability to run up to three beams in parallel allows the students
to run a beam on their own most of the time and to become familiar with the control system. While
facing their first problems, the students collect experience in fault finding and solving, and in co-
ordinating with each other. Important procedures like the calibration of the mass separator magnets or
the changing of the acceleration voltage are also explained thoroughly. The course ends by pointing out
safety hazards of the facility, in particular during the operation with radioactive ion beams.

3.1.2 A user friendly control system

As the typical ISOLDE user only occasionally uses the separator, it would be hard to memorise the
exact names of all beam-line elements. They are therefore not listed in working sets but displayed by a
synoptic program which can be seen in Fig. 2. This kind of user interface is almost self-explanatory,
especially as it runs in a standard office environment, i.e. on personal computers (PCs) with
MICROSOFT Windows as operating system. To gain control over a particular element, it is sufficient to
click on the graphical display and the assigned control window will pop up. This possibility exists for
almost every element of the separator, including beam observation and vacuum control. The use of
standard PCs also offers to registered users an easy way to control the ion beam from near their
experimental set-ups by just connecting additional computers to the CERN network.
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Fig. 2: Synoptic of the GPS central beam-line

3.1.3 Communication and documentation

A very crucial point, when the operators change so often, is to establish communication and to pass
information between not only the ISOLDE staff, but also other CERN groups, as for example the
operational team of the proton accelerators.

The on-going operation is documented in an electronic logbook, running on a dedicated PC —
one for each separator. These logbook files are publicly available all over CERN via the office network.
In the logbooks the users as well as the ISS mark important information like the current status of the
operation, who is in charge of the machine, and detected problems and failures. These notes serve later
as input for technical support groups in case an intervention needs to be scheduled. Information that
describes certain procedures like the calibrationof the separator magnets or the use of implantation
chambers is available from a web-based help system. There the user can also find some documentation
pages about the use and properties of equipment installed in the separator, like the beam-gates or the
availability of timing signals. Other pages help in case the user needs assistance from specialists or the
ISS.

3.2 ISOLDE supervision

Up to now, one ISS was in charge for the entire run of a particular target. His duty started with
mounting the target on the machine and ended when the next target was put on. He did the initial
setting-up as explained above, and was on call to assist the users in case of technical problems with the
separator during the performance of their experiments. These service periods lasted typically between
five days and two weeks. In case that the GPS and the HRS were running in parallel, two ISS were on
duty.

From 2001, the on-call service of the ISSs will be implemented in a new way. There will be only
one ISS on duty per week, regardless of whether one or two separators are running. The set-up of a
target will be made by another ISS during normal working hours the week before it is to be used. In the
optimal case this will be the ISS who will also be first in charge of the running of that target unit.
During the outgasing and heating, the target and ion-source parameters will be monitored by the
operating team of the PS Booster.
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4. CONCLUSION

The method of operation outlined above has worked very well for a long time. However it may not be
easy to apply it to other facilities. One reason is that the machine should be of limited complexity,
allowing one to gain control over all main parameters rather quickly. For ISOLDE this is certainly the
case. Once everything is set up, the operation consists mostly of surveillance. There are periods of
many hours when no action on the machine is needed. By comparison with highly sophisticated timing
sequences usually applied in accelerators, it should be noted that the timing system of ISOLDE consists
of less that 10 signals. Most of them are even provided by the PS Booster, and all have fixed settings
independent of the actual running mode. Also the risk of damage to the machine due to failure during
the operation is rather limited at ISOLDE. There are occasionally radiation hot-spots created due to
losses of radioactive beams inside the beam-lines, but there is no risk of really damaging the beam-line
tubes with the beam, as the intensity and energy are by far too low. Those hot-spots are normally caused
by rather short-lived isotopes, meaning that they will decay rather quickly.

The exchange of information should be considered as a major challenge. It is really a problem to
keep everybody up to date when the number of operators is unlimited, and it needs lots of discipline
concerning keeping the logbook. Another problem is the efficiency of using the machine, which might
be slightly lower than with professional operators. However the financial saving of 7 operators’ posts
far outweighs these problems.

For the future it is planned that the users will continue to do the operation as they did in the past,
but in case of problems, the ISS contacts will be replaced by the PS operating team, who will organise
assistance from the various specialists who are on call anyway for the PS accelerators.
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A NEW MODEL FOR A 500 MEV BEAM LINE AT TRIUMF

John Kaminski
TRIUMF, 4004 Wesbrook Mall, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T-2A3

Abstract
The program INTRAN that was developed at TRIUMF has been used to test a
new model for the high current (150 uA) 500 MeV primary beam line. An
older model is discussed first to indicate the reason it was felt that a new
model of the beam line was required. The development of a new model and
its applicability are then discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

TRIUMF is a sector-focussed H– cyclotron; its six sectors are arranged in a pinwheel shape. Extraction
of beam is accomplished by intercepting the circulating H– beam with a thin carbon foil that strips the
two electrons from the H– ions and produces an H+ or proton beam. Because this proton beam is of an
opposite charge to the circulating H– beam, the proton beam is deflected out of the cyclotron. Proton
beams are extracted at energies varying from 180 MeV to 510 MeV and intensities from a few
nanoamperes to 150 microamperes.

At present, as many as four beams may be extracted simultaneously into four different beam
lines, each of which runs at a different energy and a different intensity. Of these, the primary beam line
that feeds the experiments in the meson hall is called beam line 1A. This beam line routinely operates at
an energy of 500 MeV and beam currents of 150 µA to maximize meson production at its two
production targets 1AT1 and 1AT2. It is the modelling of this beam line up to the first target 1AT1 that
is the subject of this paper.

The proton beam is guided to the target by conventional quadrupole, dipole, and steering
magnets. An optics program such as TRANSPORT [1] or INTRAN [2] may be used to compute the
settings of these elements to produce the desired beam properties at the target locations and to predict
the beam size along the beam line under those conditions. Of course, a realistic model of the beam line
is necessary in order that reasonable results are obtained for the actual beam line.

This paper will start with a discussion of the old model— its creation, configuration, and file
structure. Then the discussion will turn to why an attempt has been made to replace the old model with
a newer model. The intent would be to make the new model the reference model for tuning beam line
1A and to reflect the present status of the beam line.

2. THE INTRAN PROGRAM AND ITS DATA FILE STRUCTURE

In this study of beam line 1A, I have used INTRAN (INteractive TRANsport), an optics program
developed at TRIUMF. Because INTRAN uses TRANSPORT as a subroutine, it too represents
elements of a beam line with matrices and calculates the effect of the elements by matrix multiplication.
INTRAN allows the user to interactively change element settings and to display the results of such
changes in both graphical and tabular form. As examples, the beam envelope or accumulated transfer-
matrix elements may be plotted as a function of distance along the beam line. Phase-space ellipses may
be plotted at any point along the beam line. Similarly, beam parameters and transfer-matrix elements
may be tabulated along, or at any point in, the beam line.

Input data for INTRAN follows the same prescription as that for TRANSPORT and may be
created with a text editor. At TRIUMF, an input data file describes the beam line as a sequence of
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elements from the extraction foil to the end of the beam line. These elements consist of a description of
the initial beam followed by a list of the various magnets, their magnetic properties, and the distances
between them. Also included are specifications of specific calculations to be done.

For the specific case of beam transport on beam line 1A, the input data file can be considered to
be split into a description of three general regions.

Region 1: 1a) Parameters that describe the beam at the stripper foil. These are:
the horizontal half-width of the beam x (cm),
the half-width of the horizontal divergence θ (mr),
the vertical half-width of the beam y (cm),
the half-width of the vertical divergence φ (mr),
the half-width of the longitudinal beam extent � (cm),
the half-width of the momentum spread δp (%),
the momentum of the central trajectory p0 (Gev/c). 

 1b) Parameters that describe the orientation of the phase-space ellipses at the
stripper foil. In the case of beam line 1A only the orientations of the x-θ and
y-φ ellipses are required. In TRANSPORT (and INTRAN) notation these are
r21 and r43. 

Region 2: 2) Transfer matrix from the stripper foil to the exit of the combination magnet.
These elements are obtained from computer calculations based on fields
measured in the cyclotron and transfer the beam from the foil to exit of
combination magnet. In TRANSPORT notation these are the matrix elements
R11, R12, R16, R21, R22, R26, R33, R34, R43, and R44. 

Region 3: 3) The beam transport components and their separations. Each transport element
has its own code. Quadrupole parameters are its effective length (meter),
pole-tip field strength (kG), and half-aperture (cm). Dipole parameters are its
effective length (meter), magnetic field (kG), and field index (n). Element
separations are given in meters. 

3. OLD MODEL

Measurements of the magnetic field of the cyclotron allowed the calculation of the expected beam
parameters at the stripper foil (regions 1a and 1b) and of the matrix elements required for region 2.
These, together with the properties and locations of the beam-transport elements, were used to create an
input data file called 1ASTD that described the beam optics of the beam line. I used this file to
determine if the data is still valid for the present beam line. I ran INTRAN using 1ASTD as the input
data file and obtained the predicted size of the beam spot at the first seven profile monitors of the beam
line. A comparison of the predicted beam size with that of the observed spot size on 14 April, 2000 at
each of the profile monitors is given in Tables 1A and 1B. The large discrepancies of the horizontal
beam sizes at monitors 1VM3 to 1VM7 and of the vertical beam sizes at monitors 1VM1 to 1VM4.6
are obvious. Monitors 1VM2 to 1VM7 are secondary-emission profile monitors with a 3 mm × 3 mm
(horizontal by vertical) wire spacing; that of monitor 1VM1 is 2 mm × 2 mm and that of monitor 1AT1
is 1 mm × 1 mm.

To isolate and understand why the discrepancies occurred, an examination of the data in the file
1ASTD was undertaken. I began by examining the data for each of the three regions noted in section 2
above. Of these, region 3 was the easiest part of the input data file to verify. The design specifications of
the quadrupoles and dipole were checked to verify that these elements were properly described. Drift
spaces between and locations of the elements were checked against blueprints of the beam line. Any
errors in drift distances, quadrupole effective lengths and apertures or dipole effective length were
corrected in the input data file.
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The next step was to obtain accurate values of the quadrupole and dipole magnetic fields. To
determine the quadrupole field the following equation from reference 3 was used.

(1)

with µ0 = permeability of free space = 4π × 10–7 N – A–2, 

η = efficiency = 1, 

N = the number of linked turns per pole, 

I = the current in each turns in amperes, 

R0 = the radius of the aperture in meters, 

B′ = the quadrupole field gradient in Tesla per meter. 

The dipole field was calculated from the following equation, also taken from reference 3.

(2)

with µ0 = permeability of free space = 4p ¥ 10–7 N – A–2, 

η = efficiency = 1,

N = the number of linked turns per pole, 

I = the current in each turns in amperes, 

g = the half-gap of the dipole in meters, 

B = the central dipole field in Tesla.

Values for the currents that flow through the quadrupoles and dipole were obtained from the
control system read-back. Those for N, R0, and g that occur in the equations were obtained from the
design specifications for these elements. The magnetic fields for the quadrupoles and dipole were
calculated and up-dated in the input data file 1ASTD which was then renamed MG.txt.

The parameters of region 1 and region 2 were difficult to determine accurately because the
6 beam input values and the 10 matrix values of the transfer matrix dated back to the early 1970s.
Further, the beam input parameters (i.e. the beam emittance) change with the tune and type of the ion
source, the centre region of the cyclotron, and cyclotron tune itself. INTRAN has the provision of
TRANSPORT to vary some of the physical parameters of the elements of the system and to impose
various constraints on the beam design. The constraints imposed in this case were the actual beam sizes
observed at the seven profile monitors on 14 April, 2000. The initial parameters varied were the
10 elements of the transfer matrix of region 2. A first-order run was made to fit the constraints and the
new matrix values were saved to the input data file MG.txt.

The next step was to impose the same constraints but to vary the input beam (that is, the
emittance) of the extracted beam. However, one small problem had to be dealt with before continuing;
the first quadrupole was run in an asymmetrical configuration. It has the capability to steer the beam
vertically by shunting some of the current away from the coil that effects the focussing/defocusing of
the beam in the vertical plane. Because there is no real model for this particular configuration in
INTRAN, all beam profile monitor printouts were made with the steering capability set to zero, thus
giving the first quadrupole true quadrupole properties. A second first-order run was then made. The
results, tabulated in Tables 2A and 2B, are seen to closely match the observed profiles on beam line 1A. 
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4. A NEW MODEL

Although the modified model MG.txt is a reasonable representation of the present beam line, I felt that
I could improve the model. The region that I focussed on was the transfer matrix of region 2. This is a
6 × 6 matrix in INTRAN but for our purpose it can be reduced to a 5 × 5 matrix with R55 equal to unity
and with the only other non-zero elements being the 10 listed in section 2. However, in varying these
10 elements INTRAN would choose to vary those just to fit the imposed constraints without regard as
to whether they were physically meaningful. Consequently, I had little confidence in the results and
decided that another method was needed to describe the beam path from extracted foil to exit of
combination magnet.

The cyclotron pole faces look like an odd-shaped dipole. The INTRAN input data file for a
(uniform field) dipole only needs the magnetic field and the effective length. A plot was obtained of
cyclotron magnetic field along the path of the extracted protons from extraction foil to combination
magnet exit horn. The plot was then segmented into regions of constant magnetic fields. Where non-
linear fields existed small increments of distance were taken. These numerous dipole segments were
then edited into the input data file MG.txt. Their effective lengths were taken as the actual lengths of the
various segments. This approach was taken because the cyclotron magnetic field is vertical and
uniform. It must be noted that there might be small region of the cyclotron in which the beam path is
over the edge of a cyclotron pole and this could skew the results. By representing the cyclotron with a
string of magnetic segments, the 10 transfer-matrix values could be removed and, the combination
magnet could be added as a standalone device. A first-order run was done; the results are given in
Tables 3A and 3B. The input file was saved and renamed NM.txt.

5. COMPARISON OF INPUT FILES 1ASTD, MG.TXT, AND NM.TXT

Tables 4A, 4B, and 4C compare the results of the three input data files. Table 4A lists the values of the
emittance for input data file 1ASTD. The tabulated results are the emittance of the beam as determined
in late 1970. The fitting routine of INTRAN was used to determine new values for the emittance used in
the other input files. Table 4B lists the matrix elements of the transfer matrix that were used. Finally,
Table 4C tabulates the changes made for in the magnetic fields of the eight quadrupoles and the dipole. 

6. CONCLUSION

The INTRAN program was initially used as a training tool for understanding the beam optics and beam
line transport devices. The input data file 1ASTD was used as a reference-starting model of the beam
line 1A. After running the TRANSPORT program and comparing the results of the program versus the
actual beam line profile monitor, it was apparent that the old model needed to be up-dated. The
procedure was to correct any errors in the information data regarding the various devices like
quadrupole, dipole and steering magnet. The distances between the devices were compared to those in
blueprints. Once the old model was up-dated to reflect the present beam line 1A configuration, a second
look at simplifying the model was undertaken. 

Removal of the transfer matrix of region 2 of the input data would greatly simplify the model.
This lead to regarding the cyclotron pole region as a sequence of many dipoles. The path of the beam
from the extraction foil to combination magnet exit was calculated from magnetic field data taken done
in 1970. At present, an NMR probe located in a region of stable magnetic field gives an accurate
cyclotron magnetic field reading. It was felt that scaling the magnetic field reading throughout the beam
extraction path might be feasible. 

The only data to be up-dated was the emittance of the beam at the extraction foil. This left only
four values to be determined. Two values the horizontal (x) and vertical (y) size of the beam can be
determined by using various probes in the cyclotron to intercept the beam. These probes have current
read-back capability. 
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The only difficult values to determine were the horizontal and vertical angular divergences of the
beam at the foil. One method to determine these values would be to fit them with the fitting capability
of INTRAN/TRANSPORT. However, a difficulty with this procedure is that the program will choose
values that the chosen values may or may not necessarily be consistent with the known emittances.
Further, the orientations of the phase-space ellipses must also be considered during the fitting
procedure. Consequently, an alternate approach may be needed.

From a knowledge of the horizontal and vertical emittances at the ion source and the measured
beam sizes from the probe measurements, approximate values for the horizontal and vertical
divergences may be calculated. Although these computed values would represent upright phase-space
ellipses at the stripper foil, they could be used as a starting point for further calculations, some of which
could involve varying the r21 and r43 parameters to tilt the horizontal and vertical phase-space ellipses. 

Validation of the new model will begin with a test scheduled in April, 2001. The procedure will
be to change the magnetic field of a quadrupole and to observe the effect on beam sizes at the
downstream monitors. These observed beam sizes will then be compared to the sizes predicted by
INTRAN when the new model is used as an input data file.
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TABLE 1A
A comparison between observed horizontal beam sizes and those predicted by the 

original INTRAN data file

TABLE 1B
A comparison between observed vertical beam sizes and those predicted by the 

original INTRAN data file

Profile
monitor

1ASTD prediction
mm

Observed 14 April, 2000
mm

Difference
mm

1VM1
1VM2
1VM3
1VM4.6
1AM6
1AM7
1AT1

 4.0
2.6
14.2
23.2
17.2
15.2
 2.0

3.0 
4.5
7.5
5.3
4.5
6.0
2.0

1.0
1.9
6.7
17.9
12.7
9.2
0.0

Profile
monitor

1ASTD prediction
mm

Observed 14 April, 2000
mm

Difference
mm

1VM1
1VM2
1VM3
1VM4.6
1AM6
1AM7
1AT1

9.4
3.0
12.0
7.0
14.4
4.8
 7.0

26.0
13.5
18.0
19.5
16.5
4.5
7.0

16.6
10.5
6.0
12.5
2.1
0.3
0.0
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TABLE 2A
A comparison between observed horizontal beam sizes and those predicted by the 

modified INTRAN data file

TABLE 2B
A comparison between observed vertical beam sizes and those predicted by the 

modified INTRAN data file

Profile
monitor

MG.txt prediction
mm

Observed 14 April, 2000
mm

Difference
mm

1VM1
1VM2
1VM3
1VM4.6
1AM6
1AM7
1AT1

3.0
4.5
7.5
5.3
4.5
6.0
2.0

1.4
2.8
7.4
 6.2
4.0
4.2
4.2

1.6
1.7
0.1
0.9
0.5
1.8
2.2

Profile
monitor

MG.txt prediction
mm

Observed 14 April, 2000
mm

Difference
mm

1VM1
1VM2
1VM3
1VM4.6
1AM6
1AM7
1AT1

26.0
13.5
18.0
19.5
16.5
4.5
7.0

26.0
13.2
18.8
18.4
18.0
8.4
9.6

0.0
0.3
0.8
0.9
1.5
0.9
2.2
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TABLE 3A
A comparison between observed horizontal beam sizes and those predicted by the 

further modified INTRAN data file

TABLE 3B
A comparison between observed vertical beam sizes and those predicted by the 

further modified INTRAN data file

Profile
monitor

NM.txt prediction
mm

Observed 14 April, 2000
mm

Difference
mm

1VM1
1VM2
1VM3
1VM4.6
1AM6
1AM7
1AT1

3.0
4.5
7.5
5.3
 4.5
6.0
 2.0

1.0
3.6
5.8
6.6
3.4
2.2
3.0

2.0
0.9
1.7
1.3
1.1
3.8
1.0

Profile
monitor

NM.txt prediction
mm

Observed 14 April, 2000
mm

Difference
mm

1VM1
1VM2
1VM3
1VM4.6
1AM6
1AM7
1AT1

26.0
13.5
18.0
19.5
16.5
4.5
7.0

24.0
12.2
17.8
18.6
20.0
8.2
8.8

2.0
1.3
0.2
0.9
3.5
3.7
1.8
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TABLE 4
A comparison of input parameters used in the three data files

A: The input parameters

TABLE 4B
The transfer matrices

TABLE 4C
The quadrupole and dipole field strengths

Parameter 1ASTD MG.txt NM.txt

x (cm)
θ (mr)
y (cm)
φ (mr)

� (cm)

δp (%)

0.26800
1.08100
0.67800
0.66700
0.00000
0.20000

0.17215
0.05096
0.63279
1.85495
0.00000
0.38494

0.17215
0.05096
0.63279
1.85495
0.00000
0.38494

Parameter 1ASTD MG.txt NM.txt

R11
R12
R16

R21
R22
R26

R33
R34

R43
R44

–0.06700
0.34800
1.30000

–2.95000
0.26000
1.70000

1.07000
0.62700

0.25600
1.08500

–0.06700
0.34800
1.30000

–2.95000
0.26000
1.70000

1.11658
0.61736

–0.04733
1.13774

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

Parameter 1ASTD MG.txt NM.txt

1ACM

1VQ1 (H)
1VQ2 (V)
1VQ3 (H)

1VB1

1AQ4 (H)
1AQ5 (V)
1AQ6 (H)

1AQ7 (V)
1AQ8 (H)

5.55170
6.44503
6.49836

9.55200

2.33930
4.01830
2.08420

3.97637
4.09420

5.65966
6.33824
6.36351

10.01889

2.37143
3.65279
2.0808

3.67084
4.55335

3.06557

5.65966
6.33824
6.36351

10.01889

2.37143
3.65279
2.08086

3.67084
4.55335
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CYCLOTRON BEAM TRANSPORT DEVELOPMENT USING 
BEAMLINE SIMULATOR

D.B. Mackay
MRC Cyclotron Unit, London, U.K.*

Abstract 
The Scanditronix MC40 cyclotron at Hammersmith is a multi-particle,
variable-energy machine. It is connected to an extensive beam transport
system. Development of the facility has been made easier by the use of a
beam transport modeling program. The program used is Beamline Simulator
(Dehnel Consulting Ltd.). This work describes the developments that have
taken place and the experience in the use of the Beamline Simulator program.

* Currently being privatised as Imaging Research Solutions Limited

1. INTRODUCTION

The MRC Cyclotron unit’s main research interest is in PET
imaging techniques. It runs 2 cyclotrons and has access to five
PET scanners and supports large clinical, radiochemistry
research and PET methodology groups. The unit’s main
accelerator is a Scanditronix MC40 cyclotron (Fig. 1). The PET
research activity requires predominantly irradiations with a
19MeV proton beam to produce 11C and 18F. Other applications
exploit the versatility of this multi-particle, variable energy
machine. The cyclotron is connected to a beam transport system
(Fig. 2) which allows great flexibility in the number and types of
solid, liquid and gas targets that can be irradiated. The facility is
available for use 114 hours per week, 48 weeks per year.

2. DEVELOPMENTS

An increasing number of requests for new radioisotopes and
increased availability of enriched materials has led to a
significant increase in the range of beam energies being run and
development of all the available beam lines. The trend to smaller
targets and expensive enriched materials has resulted in beam
diameters of 10 mm being required, instead of 20 mm which
used to be standard. Examples of present activities include a
30 MeV proton beam for 81Rb/Kr generators, a 12.5 MeV
proton beam for 124I, a 52 MeV 3He beam for 52Fe, a 28 MeV
alpha beam for 211At production. Some work has been done on
assessing how efficiently the beam can be shaped to impinge on
apertures as small as 3 mm diameter. The beam diagnostic
aperture for the 10 mm targets is shown (Fig. 3). The target
aperture is framed by 4 insulated sectors made of carbon. The
data is acquired and displayed in the control room via a
Labview-based system.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3
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3. USE OF BEAMLINE SIMULATOR

The Beamline simulator program, supplied by Dehnel Consulting Ltd, Nelson, B.C., Canada has been
very useful in expediting beam development work and has also been a useful teaching aid for operator
training. It is a real-time simulator for industrial beam transport systems and is available on a PC/
Windows platform. The initial impetus to develop the program followed a question from myself to
Morgan Dehnel at EPAC 94. It is not the purpose of this article to provide a full tutorial in the use of
this program, but to highlight ways in which it has proved useful in our situation, so what follows is a
brief outline of our experience.

3.1 Data required for beamline simulator

Defining the beam source requires the particle, ionization state, energy and emittance and whether a
beam envelope or multi-particle computation (up to 10,000 particles) is required. A particular difficulty
in our case was that emittance data was only available for full energy beams from installation in 1985.

Beam lines are built up by adding elements such as quadrupoles, dipoles and drift tubes. A
representation of the beam line is built up by assembling icons (Fig. 4). A difficulty for us was that due
to lack of space for steering magnets in some of the beam lines, the quadrupoles were given a secondary
function as steering magnets. This was achieved by separately varying the currents in each individual
winding of the quadrupoles. 

Fig. 4

The sizes and shapes of the beam line apertures for each element are tabulated separately.
However, it would be more convenient if all the data for each beam line element was entered at the
same time because errors can easily arise if an extra item were inserted in the beam line. The MRC
beam transport system has a number of apertures where there is ample width but restricted height, e.g.
in many of the bending magnet vacuum boxes. Using the beam source in envelope mode, a quick
appreciation can be gained of where the beam is in danger of striking the sides of the beam line
aperture. The display shows the width of the beam along the beam line (X vs Z), (Fig. 5a) or its height
(Y vs Z), (Fig. 5b) along with the shape of the beam on the target aperture (Y vs X), (Fig. 5c). This
particular combination of low beam energy and long beam line was a difficult challenge both to model
and to tune adequately. 

Fig. 5

a b c
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In multi-particle mode, the beam spill on current-measuring irises can be displayed (Fig. 6). This
is very similar to the way in which information is made available to the operator from the control room
display (Fig. 7). 

A very useful feature of the program is that the effects of changes to beam line conditions can be
easily seen. It is as simple as clicking on the icon for that beam element, increasing or decreasing its
value with the up/down arrow keys on the ‘vary parameter’ window, and seeing the outcome as the
program instantly re-runs itself with every click. For operator training, this feature allows the operator
to quickly see the effect of adjusting any of the variable elements on the beam line and results in a better
understanding of the factors involved in tuning up the beam line. 

3.2 Comparison of simulator with real beam line

The results shown are for beam line 4 and a 12.5 MeV proton beam. This beam line has three sets of
quadrupole magnets. There are also two 30° bending magnets which can be seen to have a strong
influence on the horizontal focussing. The agreement was adequate to give a starting point for real
tuning to obtain beam on target in one session. The table below (Table 1) allows a comparison to be
made between values as used in practice and those predicted by the simulator. 

Table 1

The values shown in the table for the focussing elements correspond to the beam envelopes
shown in Fig. 4 above. The actual beam spills are compared with the simulator prediction (Table 2).
Quantitative predictions of beam spill are very dependent on the values chosen for the emittance and
until better information than that based on 40 MeV proton measurements from 15 years ago becomes
available, the correspondence is unlikely to improve. Up to this time, the majority of the development
work has been done on proton beams but the simulator has also been applied to deuteron, alpha and 3He
beams. 

Fig. 6 Fig. 7

Quadrupole magnet pole tip strength settings (kG)

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7

Experimental 1.58 1.92 0.97 1.38 1.01 0 1.02

Simulation 1.58 2.04 1.02 1.36 1.58 0 1.10
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Table 2

4. CONCLUSION

Beamline simulator has been an effective tool for rapid development of new beam energy options at the
MRC Cyclotron unit. 
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Beam spills (%)

Iris Other losses
Beam to 
target

Top Bottom Left Right

Experimental 2 1 2 3 12 80

Simulation 2 5 11 10 4 68
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APS STORAGE RING OPERATION BEAM MONITORING AND 
ANALYSIS

Chihyuan Yao
APS, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, USA

Abstract
Various software tools and applications have been developed for APS beam
monitoring and analysis. These tools have been proven critical for fault
identification and beam quality monitoring. A brief description of these
software tools and their applications in APS storage ring beam operation
analysis is presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Advanced Photon Source (APS)is a dedicated synchrotron radiation facility with a 7-GeV third-
generation synchrotron radiation storage ring (SR)and injector that has been in operation since 1996.
The injector consists of a 650-MeV electron linac, a 450-MeV accumulator ring (PAR), and a 7-GeV
booster. Currently we have 23 insertion device beamlines and 21 bending magnet beamlines for user
experiments. For fiscal year 2000, scheduled user beam time was 5000 hours and beam availability was
95.4%. A new operation mode, called top-up, in which the stored beam current is kept a top level by
injecting repeatedly at fixed intervals, has been commissioned and is now used for user operations. APS
storage ring operation parameters are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: APS Storage Ring Operation Parameters

Beam availability, orbit reproducibility and stability, beam lifetime, and beam emittance are the most
important performance parameters of APS storage ring beam operations. Continuous improvement in
these areas is the main goal of the APS Operations Group.

APS storage ring has 1414 magnet power supplies, 360 beam position monitors, 16 rf cavities
and 4 rf stations. Several automatic control processes perform various tasks such as slow beam orbit
correction, fast orbit correction, rf frequency adjustment, etc. The storage ring has two independent
interlock systems:an Access Control Interlock System (ACIS), which provides radiation safety
protection and tunnel access control, and a Machine Protection System (MPS), which protects the ring
components from damage by synchrotron radiation.

The control system is an EPICS-based (Experiment Physics and Industrial Control System [1])
distributed control system, which consists of workstations, local control computers (IOC), and a
communications network. Machine equipment devices are represented in the IOC database as process
variables (PVs). The system has a total of around 350 000 process variables. The system provides basic
control and monitoring functions through its MEDM [1] control screens and alarm handlers [1].

Max. Current 102 mA Beam Energy 7 GeV

Lifetime >20 hours Refill Period 12 hours

H. Emittance 7.8 nm-rad V. Emittance 0.82 nm-rad

H. Tune 35.2 V. Tune 19.3

H. Chromaticity 4.0 V. Chromaticity 6.0

H. rms Motion  2.2 µm V. rms Motion 1.3 µm
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Hundreds of MEDM screens and several alarm handlers are utilized for machine operation and
maintenance. These screens and alarm handlers are used by operation crews to monitor equipment
status and perform control function to individual devices.

In order to minimize user beam downtime, restoring user beam is always the first priority when
beam is lost. Typically the crew spends a limited amount of time assessing the fault after a beam loss. If
the fault can be cleared, the storage ring is filled and user operation continues. Detailed analysis of the
fault cause is often done afterwards, and remedies for potential problems are then planned. Given the
amount of information to monitor and the need to investigate events afterwards, it is obvious that the
screens and alarm handlers are not sufficient. More sophisticated high-level data logging and analyzing
tools are needed. As a result, many software tools have been developed for beam operation analysis.
The software tools described here are part of a more general Operation Analysis Application package
[2] developed at APS.

2. MONITORING AND REVIEW TOOLS

2.1 Data Logger and Review

Data loggers are general data collection processes running on workstations. They collect machine and
beam data according to a set of configuration files. The configuration files define the data set and
collection method. Currently the system has about 50 data categories, covering everything from beam
and machine parameters to utility system status. The sampling rate for each category is set according to
the rate of change of the process variables and the desired time resolution. Data files are kept for
different durations from a week to more than a year, depending on their usage and the storage
requirement. 

Several review tools are provided for searching, filtering, sorting, plotting and printing of the
logged data. Both preformatted plot settings and user-selectable plot options are supported. An orbit
review tool displays the beam position data as a sequence of beam orbits around the ring, which is very
useful for understanding the nature of orbit disturbances.

These logged data and review tools are particularly good for detecting slow drifts, such as slow
changes of beam orbit, lifetime and emittance, temperature of ring components, vacuum pressure, etc.
They are also good for finding correlations among process variables. Because of their limited time
resolution, Data Logger and Review tools are not very effective for analyzing fast and nonrepeating
events such as beam loss, beam orbit glitches, etc.

2.2 Alarm Logger and Review

The EPICS control system provides interfaces for monitoring the alarm status of process variables. The
alarm loggers run on workstations and collect status changes of process variables according to a set of
configuration files. The data contain PV name, alarm status, and timestamps. Timestamp resolution
varies from tenths of a second to several seconds depending on the database configuration of the IOCs.

Currently the following subcategories are included:

• SR — storage ring magnet, beam current, rms beam motion, insertion devices

• SRF — storage ring rf cavities, klystrons, waveguides, high-voltage power supplies, etc.

• ACIS — Access Control Interlock System

• MPS — Machine Protection System

• RTFB — the fast orbit feedback system

• Timing system
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The Alarm Review tool can sort, filter, search and display the logged alarms. Several display formats
are provided, including a list by time and PV name, histogram by time or PV name, etc. The list by time
provides a time-ordered list of the alarms in a category with alarm status information and timestamps,
which is most frequently used for correlating hardware alarms with beam events.

2.3 MPS Dump Data and Review

The MPS system gets trip input from beam position monitors (BPMs), beam current monitors, rf
systems, and other storage ring subsystems. It has special hardware to latch the occurrence and
timestampof its input events. The timestampresolution is around 1 microsecond. The MPS dumpdata,
which are saved whenever there is a beam loss, contain information associated with the beam loss, such
as beam current before and after the beam loss, status and timestamp of input channels, etc.

Also included in the MPS DumpData are BPM histories, which contain turn-by-turn beam
position and BPM sum readings of a selected set of BPMs. A review tool provides a list of events and
timestamps and several plots showing the BPM histories.

2.4 Glitch Data Logger and Review

The Glitch Data Logger is similar to the Data Logger, except that the data acquisition is triggered by
certain events. It acquires several seconds worth of data around the triggering event. The triggering
event can be a beam loss, or a large orbit glitch, or a hardware event. The Glitch Data Logger has
several categories, the most useful ones being beam orbit and rf system. A Glitch Data Review tool can
search, select and plot the data. For orbit glitches, the review tool displays step-by-step plots of beam
orbit around the storage ring. A source analysis function of the review tool analyzes the possible source
corrector for each acquired orbit, which is very helpful for identifying glitches caused by magnet power
supply faults. Because both the slow orbit correction and the fast orbit feedback are running, sometimes
the analysis may only indicate the reaction from these systems, not the initial cause.

3. BEAM MONITORING DISPLAYS

Several real-time displays are setup on workstations in Main Control Room for beam quality
monitoring. Some of them are also distributed to the beamline users through web pages.

3.1 Beam Current and Lifetime Display

This is a 24-hour stripchart showing storage ring beam current together with beam lifetime and
operation mode (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Beam Current and Lifetime Display

3.2 Beam Emittance and rms Beam Motion Display

Beam profile is measured by an image processing system and a CCD camera, which receives visible
light from a bending magnet beamline. Horizontal/vertical beam emittance and coupling are calculated
from the profile data. The results are displayed in 24-hour stripcharts.
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The rms beam motion is calculated by a DSP processor, which collects and processes data from a
set of selected BPMs at a rate of upto 1600 sample/S. Figure 2 is a plot from a recent run. Most of the
peaks seen on the plot are horizontal beam orbit motion generated by insertion device gap movement,
which is not fully compensated.

Fig. 2: Beam Emittance and rms Motion Display

3.3 Beam Orbit Display

Storage ring beam orbit is displayed with the Array Display Tool (ADT) [3], The display has three
separate panels:two show the horizontal and vertical orbit errors and one provides a zoom-in view of
orbit errors in both planes and the storage ring components at the selected location.

3.4 Bunch Purity Monitor

Due o the imperfect phase matching and damping of the accumulator ring, a satellite bunch with about
1% of the main bunch current exists. This satellite bunch is carried through the booster to the storage
ring. Some user experiments require the satellite bunches to be small and located on the leading side of
the main bunches. An Avalanche Photodiode Detector and multichannel analyzer are used to obtain
bunch distribution in the storage ring. Satellite bunches as small as 1 × 10–6 of the main bunches can be
resolved. The result is displayed in the Main Control Room for beam quality check.

4. BEAM LOSS AND BEAM MOTION ANALYSIS

4.1 Beam Loss Analysis

Unintended beam losses account for most of the user beam downtime. Identifying the source of beam
losses helps o diagnose and eliminate faulty equipment and improve beam availability. Beam loss
happens about once a day at APS. It can be causes by a tripped rf system, a glitch of a magnet power
supply, a tripped interlock system, etc. If the fault is latched or the fault condition persists after the
beam loss, the cause of the beam loss can be readily found. Sometimes the faulty system glitches and
then returns to normal state. Furthermore, some systems, such as rf, BPM and MPS, may change or
tripin reaction to a beam loss. This makes the task of finding the initial cause more difficult. 

The MPS DumpData Review, with its turn-by-turn BPM histories, can provide information about
orbit movement prior to the trip, the plane in which the beam orbit moves, and how fast the beam
motion is, etc. From this, one can draw some partial conclusions. A slow orbit drift in one plane may
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indicate a corrector problem, a drift in both planes or an orbit oscillation may indicate a quadrupole
problem (see Fig. 3). A fast movement of a few ms before the beam loss may indicate a fast orbit
feedback corrector problem. A sudden inward movement of the horizontal beam orbit may indicate an
rf problem, etc.

Fig. 3: BPM history of a quadrupole trip

The Glitch Data Review displays beam orbit immediately before the beam loss. The source analysis can
often resolve the source location to a few magnets. Figure 4 is a plot of orbit glitch captured two
seconds before the beam loss;it shows a large vertical orbit error. Figure 5 is the source analysis
printout, which indicates the source is a vertical corrector around sector 33.

Fig. 4: Glitch Data Review output of a beam loss
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Fig. 5: Source analysis output

If the Glitch Data Review shows an inward dispersion function like horizontal orbit, the beam loss may
be caused by an rf system fault.

The Alarm Logger provides the time relation between beam loss and certain equipment alarms. If
a magnet power supply alarms within a few seconds of the trip, and if the magnet is not part of the orbit
correction or fast orbit feedback systems, it may be the cause of the beam loss.

Figure 6 is a partial printout of the Alarm Review for the same beam loss, in which the vertical
corrector magnet S34A:V3 alarmed around the beam loss time.

Fig. 6: Alarm Review printout

There are cases where the cause of a beam loss can not be found with all the available information. This
is either due to the limited time resolution or insufficient data. For these cases, we can still use the
analysis to narrow the causes down to two or three possibilities, and the results of the MPS
DumpReview, the Glitch Data Review, and Alarm Review can be used as a ‘trace’ to characterize
different cases for further study.

Some upgrades are planned to improve the time resolution, including a 100-Hz glitch detect
software tool in the power supply controls, and a BPM movie in the fast orbit feedback system.

4.2 Beam Orbit Motion Analysis

By reviewing rms beam motion data, one can find the time, duration, and direction of beam orbit
motions. For fast orbit spikes, if the orbit errors are over the trigger limit, glitch data are captured. The
Glitch Data Review can be used to identify the approximate location of the source, and the Alarm Data
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Review can help to narrow the source down to a particular magnet supply. For slow beam orbit motion,
Data Logger review can be used to discover the character of the orbit variation and its correlation with
possible noise sources.

With this approach, we are able to identify sources of most beam orbit motions, including
glitching or noisy magnet power supplies, and unreliable beam position monitors in the fast orbit
feedback or slow orbit correction systems.

5. CONCLUSION

The application of beam monitoring and review tools to APS beam operation analyses has helped to
improve beam availability and beam quality. These tools have proved o be effective in determining
causes of beam losses and excessive beam motions.
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THE REFILL WIZARD - IMPROVING EFFICIENCY AT DARESBURY 
LABORATORY’S SYNCHROTRON RADIATION SOURCE

C.L. Hodgkinson and J.A. Clarke
CLRC, Daresbury Laboratory, UK

Abstract
The SRS at Daresbury Laboratory is a 2 GeV 2nd generation synchrotron
radiation source. The SRS is scheduled to operate almost 6000 hours per year
for users. This places significant demands on the efficiency and reliability of
all accelerator components and systems. Although the SRS operates with
only one refill per day, each taking about an hour, with such a demanding user
schedule the length of time taken to refill can be significant when calculating
the annual performance statistics. The duty operations team leader
traditionally determined the refill sequence at the SRS without following a
strict procedure. In December 1997, a very narrow aperture vacuum vessel
was installed. Following this, if the correct refill sequence was not followed
the potential for major component damage during injection was significant.
The Refill Wizard, a series of tcl script programmes, was introduced to guide
the operations team through the correct procedure at every refill in a step-by-
step manner. The introduction of this operations software has led to increased
efficiencies by making the refill process repeatable and predictable. This
paper will discuss the significant advantages of such a system and will also
highlight the unexpected disadvantages encountered during daily operations
using the Refill Wizard.

1. INTRODUCTION

The SRS is a 2 GeV, 2nd generation synchrotron light source operating in the UK. It was designed to
use the main dipole magnets as a primary source of radiation, however during its lifetime there have
been several major upgrades to install insertion devices in the straight sections, these devices have
relatively large apertures.

In 1997 a project was funded to install two 2 Tesla Multipole Wigglers (MPWs) in the SRS. The
MPWs were designed to provide high flux at 10 keV, therefore the vertical aperture was carefully
assessed to determine an optimum gap with respect to lifetime. It was concluded that the internal beam
stay clear region in the straight sections could be reduced from 36 mm to 15 mm with a reduction in
lifetime of approximately 15% [1]. In December 1997, a prototype MPW vessel was installed in the
SRS to gain operational experience refilling the machine with such a small aperture. At the end of 1998,
the two MPWs and vessels were installed in the SRS and have been in routine operation since the start
of 1999.

With the introduction of the two narrow aperture vessels the potential for major component
damage during injection was significant. In order to prevent damage the correct refill sequence had to
be followed. This paper describes how the SRS was traditionally refilled, the solution employed to
prevent damage to the narrow gap vessels and its subsequent effects on SRS operations.
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2. SRS OPERATIONS

The facility produces synchrotron radiation for users and is scheduled to operate almost 6000 hours per
year. This places significant demands on the efficiency and reliability of accelerator components and
systems. In addition to the number of user hours scheduled, the SRS is subject to Service Level
Agreements (SLAs) with our funding bodies. The overall reliability of the source must be in excess of
90% for dipoles and MPWs and 85% for the superconducting wiggler sources. An allowance of 1 hour
is given for each multibunch refill.

Due to the excellent lifetimes at the SRS, the facility can operate with only one fill per day.
However, with such stringent requirements placed on the reliability of the source and the limited time
allowable for refills, it is critical that each refill is completed quickly and efficiently. Unless Beam
Studies time is scheduled the duty operations team leader is responsible for conducting all SRS refills.

The Main Control Room (MCR) is manned continuously by 3 shifts, each with 2 operators. A
duty operations team leader and a deputy operate the SRS on a day-to-day basis. Each team leader
works with the same deputy, increasing team working and efficiency. There are 6 operations teams in
total. The additional cover enables annual leave and sick leave to be covered easily. In addition each
member of the team can carry out project work.

3. REFILL OF THE SRS PRIOR TO THE INTRODUCTION OF THE WIZARD

Prior to the introduction of the narrow gap vessels each team leader had complete autonomy and carried
out refills to suit their own personal style. This method of refill produced very different procedures and
refill times varied from one operations team to another. However, provided that the time taken was
within that allowable in the SLAs there was very little drive to standardise the system.

Fig. 1: Multibunch Refills in 1997

The graph shows the refill statistics for multibunch operations in 1997. Total time spent refilling per
month is shown on the left and the average time per fill for each month shown on the right.

The average time taken for a multibunch refill in 1997 was 58 minutes.
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4. THE INTRODUCTION OF THE WIZARD

In December 1997 the first narrow gap vessel was installed into the SRS storage ring. During the design
phase of the project it became apparent that the possibility for major component damage during refill
was significant due to very high power levels in the photon beam and various vessel protection systems
were put in place. However, this did not eliminate the possibility of human error and it became
necessary to ensure the correct refill sequence was followed. A system was required which allowed the
operations team to refill the SRS in a step-by-step manner. The solution employed was The Sequence
Manager, more commonly known as ‘The Wizard’.

4.1 The Wizard

The Wizard is a programme, which can read and execute a text file in a particular order. The file the
wizard uses is the SRS Refill file, which is just a text file that contains a list of executable Tool
Command Language (tcl) programmes. Tcl is a general purpose, robust command language that can be
easily integrated into new applications. Tcl programmes are scripts consisting of tcl commands, which
are processed by an interpreter. 

The complete SRS Refill text file is given in Appendix 1. As the wizard reads each line of the text
file in order the associated tcl programme is executed. An example is shown below:

The SRS Refill text file final line is:

Run Goodbeam,2,GoodBeam.tcl

Run Goodbeam appears in the wizard window. Goodbeam.tcl is the name of the programme to
be executed. The number 2 indicates a level of priority. The wizard runs at level 5, therefore those lines
that have a number less than 5 must complete successfully to allow the next line in the file to be
executed. If a line fails to complete there is the option to run the script again or to debug. The debug
function allows the operator to move on to the next line even though the previous tcl script has not been
completed correctly. This function is useful where the fault is likely to be communications problem,
rather than a real fault. All lines in the SRS Refill file are at level 2, except one, the line reads ‘Cycle
OCEMs,6,CycleOcems.tcl’. As this number is higher than level 5, at which the wizard operates, the
sequence will continue even if this tcl script does not execute properly. This particular script runs a
degauss cycle on the magnet power supplies. Communications between the magnet power supplies and
the control system is carried out using RS232, which is relatively slow and an error message was
generated regularly. The debug command allowed the operator to continue with the refill in these
circumstances, however the fault occurred often and caused unnecessary delays in refill. By changing
its priority to 6 the wizard ignores the error message and continues with the sequence, eliminating the
unnecessary delays. Before using this technique the implications of the script not running must be
carefully considered. In this case the implications are minor if the degauss sequence does not run and
injection into the storage ring is not achieved, some time is lost fault finding and rerunning the sequence
from the degauss cycle.

Since it is a text file based it is easy to edit and add new tcl scripts. Several scripts have been
written by the Accelerator Physics group rather than relying on specialist controls programmes. An
example of a tcl script Goodbeam.tcl is shown in Appendix 2

5. THE EFFECT OF THE WIZARD ON OPERATIONS

The wizard was introduced as a safety feature to prevent significant damage to the two narrow gap
vessels and flexibility has been deliberately reduced, this caused considerable concern in the operations
group. It was perceived that the reduction in flexibility would reduce efficiency by preventing the duty
operations team leader from intervening at particular points during the refill. However, flexibility can
still be maintained, by understanding what each of the tcl scripts are doing. Scripts can be modified and
run individually or arranged in a text file in a particular sequence for the wizard to execute.
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In addition to its safety role the wizard has provided some significant benefits. Since the
installation of the two new narrow gap vessels during December 1998, there have been two full years of
refill statistics using the wizard. The two graphs below show multibunch refills in 1999 and 2000.

Fig. 2: Multibunch Refills in 1999

Fig. 3: Multibunch Refills in 2000

The average time taken to refill the SRS in 1999 and 2000 was 48 minutes and 47 minutes
respectively. The refill times for 2000 include a significantly longer superconducting wiggler ramp
(approximately 5 minutes longer), due to control system changes. The figure for 2000 also includes the
high average refill time in October due to problems with the RF system.
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The reduction in refill times has been achieved by allowing the precise timing and order of events
to be modified in a systematic manner. The wizard locates and executes all of the small programmes
that the operations team had to search around for, prior to its introduction. By using a single wizard in
this way the interaction between the various front end controls systems and the operations team has
been simplified. A significant benefit has been the ease with which the operations team can change
between various operating conditions. A selection box appears at the launch of the wizard, at which
point the operations team can select which insertion devices are available, the wizard then selects the
appropriate scripts for that particular refill. This can save a significant amount of setting up time, when
an insertion device has to be withdrawn unexpectedly due to a fault.

Another benefit is that there is no confusion over file names. For instance, the latest steering file
is already applied as are the best settings for obtaining injection. Occasionally in the past incorrect files
were used because of poor communication, this is no longer an issue.

In addition to the reduction in refill times, the overall reliability of the source for users has been
improved by correct sequencing. For example soft starts on particular power supplies have been
routinely introduced to prevent overload trips. In another case, a line has been added to the wizard,
which checks the MPWs can wind out before allowing beam dump. This improves efficiency by
keeping the stored beam until the correct technical groups have been contacted and are ready to correct
any fault immediately on beam dump. Beam stability has also been improved by keeping the magnets
on for the maximum amount of time prior to refill, ensuring optimum thermal stability.

The introduction of a step-by-step refill sequence has made the training of new operations staff
much easier. In addition, as all operations team leaders now refill in the same way, when a member of
the operations team is on leave, to replace that member with a stand-by causes much less disruption to
the two man team.

Although the wizard has been proved to provide significant benefits to the operation of the SRS,
there have been some unexpected disadvantages. All of these disadvantages are associated with the lack
of flexibility and also the operators are now divorced from the procedures happening in the background.

The operations staff who operated the SRS prior to the wizard gained significant understanding
of the accelerators. This knowledge was necessary to refill the machine. The refill wizard has simplified
the refill to the extent that this knowledge is no longer necessary during routine operations. Although
the wizard has made it easier to train new operations staff, the length of time taken to acquire the same
knowledge of the accelerators and controls systems is much longer, as there is no longer a requirement
for it on a day-to-day basis. This reduction in expertise is noticeable when serious problems arise with
the operation of the accelerators.

Due to the sequential nature of the wizard there are cases where the wizard has actually increased
the refill time. The wizard has been developed to refill the SRS from the beginning; therefore these
situations usually arise when a fault condition has occurred at some point during the refill. A significant
part of the sequence may need to be repeated increasing the time taken to re-establish injection. This is
due to conditions written into the scripts, which assume refill from a controlled beam dump.

If the refill fails continually, it is more likely that a member of the Accelerator Physics Group is
required to solve the fault. Fault finding and correction now relies upon the understanding of what each
of the tcl scripts do, where each of them are located and the interaction between tcls and other files.
However, it is usually clear where the fault lies and so solving such problems is usually faster than in
the past.
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6. CONCLUSION

The refill wizard was developed and introduced as a safety feature. It has fulfilled its role of protecting
the narrow gap vessels from damage for the last 3 years. Although received sceptically at first, due to
the deliberately reduced flexibility during refill, the wizard has performed well and provided some
additional benefits. The refill wizard is an excellent memory aid and minimises most of the repetitive
tasks. It almost eliminates the possibility of operator error, particularly during busy periods in the MCR.
As a result of using the wizard, refill times have reduced by approximately 10 minutes (17%) even
though more actions are taken by the operations team due to the introduction of 2 additional insertion
devices. The user community have benefited from increased reliability of components and beam
stability due to correct sequencing during refill. However, the reduction in flexibility does inevitably
cause some frustration to the operations teams, particularly when the beam is lost part way through a fill
and the time taken to recover is much longer due to the sequential nature of the wizard. The wizard
simplifies the refill to the extent that new operators are able to refill the SRS very quickly. However, the
detailed knowledge that was required to refill the machine is no longer required on a day-to-day basis,
which could prove to be a disadvantage in the long term.

Since the introduction of the wizard the benefits to operations have far outweighed the minor
disadvantages. The SRS Refill Wizard has proved to be a major improvement to the safety, efficiency
and reliability of the SRS.
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APPENDIX 1 – SRS REFILL TEXT FILE

Check MPW6 is OK,2,MPW6Check.tcl
Check MPW14 is OK,2,MPW14Check.tcl
Open MPW14 Gap,2,OpenMPW14Gap.tcl
Unlock MPW6,2,MPW6Unlock.tcl
Open MPW6 Gap,2,OpenMPW6Gap.tcl
Switch off servos,2,ServosOff.tcl
Dump The Beam Using the RF,2,BeamDump.tcl
Set Wigglers to zero,2,WigDown.tcl
Run Injection sequence,2,OpsSequence.tcl
Check DISPs,2,CheckDisps.tcl
*** Open Undulator Gap ***,2,OpenUndulatorGap.tcl
Show refilling,2,ShowRefilling.tcl
Reset Steering,2,ResetSteering.tcl
Set-up Transfer Path,2,TransferPathSetup.tcl
Cycle OCEMs,6,CycleOcems.tcl
Set Injection Steering,2,InjectionSteering.tcl
*** Set Timing mode ***,2,SetTiming.tcl
Check cavity impedance calibration,2,ImpedanceCal.tcl
Switch on RF,2,RFOn.tcl
Set OCEMs/RF for Injection,2,InjectionSetup.tcl
*** Start Stacking ***,2,StartStacking.tcl
*** Store Beam ***,2,StoreBeam.tcl
Start Ramp steering system,2,RampSteerOn.tcl
Arm Vessel Protection system,2,VesselProtection.tcl
Start Orbit Trip,2,OrbitTripOn.tcl
Start Ramp,2,StartRampRF.tcl
Switch Off DSHN,2,DSHNOff.tcl
Initialise MPW14,2,SendMPW14TrakMap.tcl
Close MPW14 Gap,2,SetMPW14Gap.tcl
Initialise MPW6,2,SendMPW6TrakMap.tcl
Close MPW6 Gap,2,SetMPW6Gap.tcl
*** Ramp Wigglers ***,2,RampWigglers.tcl
Stop Ramp Steering system,2,RampSteerOff.tcl
Apply User Steering,2,UserSteering.tcl
*** Check H Orbit ***,2,HOrbit.tcl
*** Steer Line 5U ***,2,SteerLine5.tcl
*** Steer All TVMs ***,2,Steer.tcl
*** Run Global Servos ***,2,GlobalServos.tcl
Show User Beam,2,UserBeam.tcl
*** Record Fill Structure ***,2,RecordFillStructure.tcl
Run Goodbeam,2,GoodBeam.tcl
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APPENDIX 2 – GOODBEAM.TCL

# Goodbeam.tcl
# --------------
#
# This file runs the injector down
# 
# Revision history:
# ------------------
# 25th Nov 1998 BGM Script rewritten for MPW upgrade
# 8th Feb 2000 BGM Added SI parameters
# 20th Mar 2000 SFH Corrected error - SI.HTRBs now switch OFF

package require Sequence

sequence::init true
sequence::completion 1 "Script interrupted"

sequence::heading "GOODBEAM SEQUENCE \n\n"

catch {sequence::setProp BM.ACPI.01 CCV 0.0}
catch {sequence::setProp BM.DCPI.01 CCV 0.0}
catch {sequence::setStatus BR.RFON.01 OFF} 
catch {sequence::setStatus {FR.PULS.01 FR.PULS.02 FR.HTV.01} OFF}
catch {sequence::setStatus {BI.HTRB.01 BI.HTRB.02 BI.SEPT.01} OFF}
catch {sequence::setStatus {BE.HTRB.01 BE.HTRB.02 BE.HTRB.03} OFF}
catch {sequence::setStatus BE.BUMP.01 OFF}
sequence::remark "\nBooster magnets running down. Please wait 60 seconds...\n"
sequence::wait 60000
catch {sequence::setStatus {BM.ACPI.01 BM.DCPI.01} OFF}
catch {sequence::setStatus {LG.HTV.01 LG.RFHT.01} OFF}
catch {sequence::setStatus LR.KHTV.01 OFF}
catch {sequence::setStatus LR.HTRB.01 OFF}
catch {sequence::setStatus LR.DHTR.01 OFF}
catch {sequence::setStatus TM.DIP.02 OFF}
sequence::remark "\nLinac Off and Booster magnets Off\n"
sequence::wait 2000
catch {sequence::setStatus SI.POSN.01 ON}
catch {sequence::setProp SI.POSN.01 CCV 0.0}
catch {sequence::setStatus {SI.HTRB.01 SI.HTRB.02 SI.HTRB.03 SI.HTRB.04} OFF}
sequence::remark "\nSeptum retracted and Heaters off\n"
sequence::wait 2000

sequence::completion 0 "OK"

exit


